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UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
Grain, Feed, Etc.
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
Whest, white ^ bushel ........new 98 ®
Corn, shelled V bushel .............
ITAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Oats, V bushel ..................... &
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Buckwheat, |1 bushel ...............

00
00
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00
00
00

V

and twine; 8th street.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

lines,

Bran, g ton ........................
Feed, ton .........................
Kmfaotorlu, Killi, Bhopi, Stc.
** fllOOlb ......................
Barley, $ 100 t> ...................
TJEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in Middling. V 100 lb ...............
ll. Agricultural Implements; commission agent Floor, v 100 lb ...................
for Mowing Machines- cor. lUthdsKiverstreet.
Pearl Barley, V 100 5) ............. 8 00

©

©

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths publishedwhitont charge for subscribeis.

VAN

I)AUELS,
PUTTEN i CO., Proprietors
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
of Ptugger Millt: (Steam Saw and Flour
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- Mills.) near foot of 8tn street.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

1
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Lard ...............................
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8 © 10
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build*• Ham .......................... 5
0
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
5
Shoulders ......................
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“
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Tallow, per M ...........................4 © 5
...........................7 «, 9
dressed per lb ................ 6 © 8

Wooden, and Turkeys.
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- Chickens,
P. H. Manufacturerof

10th and River streets.
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Stop that Cough.

1, 1879.
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Holland,

“ Rapids.
“
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shown on the oppositepage in

is

the St. Gothard^tunnel, moving with unexpected rapidity to completion, adds con-

firmation. Tunnels are soberly being
planned to pierce the Alps under the

a

Simplon Pass and

many

permanent value which

to

cut them out

for

will

desert, confident that

an

v

p.m.

V

m.

“
“

Dally except Saturday.
Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
F KDEBOKR, F, S., Physician and Suigaon;
1 Mondays only.
J-J office at residence,on Eighth street, near ChU
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trainson this road, will be run by Chicago A M. L. 8. K. R. crossing.
Astonishing Fact,
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
CULLOCU
TH08.,
Physician,
burgeon
and
A
large
proportion
of the American peotime,
1TA Accoucber. Office, Van Putten’s Drugstore, ple are to-day dying from the effects of
Holland, Michigan.

vast inland sea

once existed there and that

it

can be

re-

stored by cutting a canal through the sandforeign
barrier of the coast, thus adding fertility

art-work, with a superior ground-planand

views of buildings, the aim being

a

for

special preservatiou.The paper lias illus-

of other American and

admit a railway under

turing his scheme for flooding the Saharan

tempt

framing or

to

Channel. De Lesseps is ma-

the English

to mention others, these four pictures
a

way

mountian chains, and to this conclusion,

cut of Chapu’s bronze, "Gratitude.” Not

have

tunnels de-

safely drill his

through the rocky foundationsof great

and internal water communicationto the

to give

intelligibledescription to those

did not visit the Exposition. With

French

who

possessions in Africa. General

,

Turr, president of the Soeiete Civile Internathis
tionale

object in view, the writer (Mr. Russell
Sturgis, the architect) devotes consider-

will be read with interest and value

du Canal TnUroceanique par

du Darien,— which holds a

Jsthme

l'

concession of

rights in the Darien Isthmus for canal
purposes and expects to be the nucleus of

architecture.This portion of his paper

I)U3T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Iniarance
If you are suffering with a Cough, Cold,
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; ColAsthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Consumplections made la Hollandand vicinity.
Arrirt
Ltave
tion, loss of voice, tickling in the throat,
Trains.
Holland,
\\/AL3ii, U., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
I
and Insurance A'gent. Office,City Drug or any affection of the Throat or Lungs,
Grand
\ 2.00 a. m.
use Dr. King's New Discovery for CousumpStore. 8ih street.
11.55 a.m. f 5.15 “
lion. This is the great remedy that is
t 9.20
3.30 p.m.
yAN 8CUELVEN, G-, Justiceof the Peace, causing so much excitement by its wonMuskegon, Pentwaler
Notary Public,Conve)aucer, etc. Office,
derful cures, curing thousandsof hopeless
& Big Rapids. *10.25 a.
5.25 a. m. Van Laudegeud'sBlock.
cases. Over one million bottles of Dr.
10.55
3.35 p.m.
Phyilciasi
King's New Discovery have been used with19.25 p.m. *6.10 “
A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite in the last j’ear, and have given perfect
New Buffalo
xx. 8. W. cor. Public Square.
satisfaction in every instance. We can
Chicago. I 1.50 a.m. 12.15 “
unhesitatingly say that this is really the
A
811,
H.
L.
Surgeons
and
Physicians.
Office
at
f 5.10
* 10 45 a. m
only sure cure for throat and lung affecXX. his residencs,Overysel,Mich.
3.25 p. m. t 9.35 “
tions, and can cheerfully recommend it to
* 5.55
T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
XJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite all. Call and get a trial bottle for ten
• Mixed trains,
cents, or a regular size for fl.00. at
pobiic square.
t Dally except Bandar and Monday.
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A
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future Oriental trade of Northern Europe.

this eminent sculptor is also engraved.
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his approval

Italy, Austria
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2 54 praised
abused
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-iy
Headlngbolts,hardwood ....................2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ........................2 25 Mnrsyas.” Mr. St. Gaudens makes a penIIUTKAU & VAN ZoERKN, New Meat Mar- Stave bolts,hardwood ....................
3 00
and-ink drawing of Dubois’s beautiful
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street.All Railroad ties .................................
10
kinds o! sausages cousiautly ou hand.
Shingles, A f) m ...........................*2 00 statue of "Faith,” and the “Charity” of

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
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“

construc-

which would enable England to compete with France,

green ..................... 1 76

l)OONK, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of Stavea, Tierce,
L> Meat. Pays the highestprice for cattle. Heading bolts, soft wood

its

to be the only expedient

“

*•

the foresight of Lord

testifies to

tion. The Darien project,on the contrary,

Hemlock Bark ......................@4 00 Coleman and T. Hovendon. Mr. Vedder’s
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ©10 00
contrlbulion is a drawing of his own much
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Palmerston when he opposed

teresting of the illustrations,whicii in-

Wagoamaktu and BUckinlthi.

it

great commercialcities of the Mediter-

full of points.

year if paid in advance;%1.75 if
Wood, Staves, Etc,
clude drawings made specially for the
I 'vIJKEMA J. & C. Wagon and Blacksmith
Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ f 60
paid at three month, and $2.00 if
magazine by Vedder, the sculptor 8t.
Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repairRi-eon
3 oo
paid at six month.
ing done. Eighth Streetafew doors west tf Uiver.
beach, dry ...................... a 00 Gaudcns, Maitland Armstrong, C. C.

$1.50

England,to India by 9,000 miles, yet

the fact that British Oriental trade has

l)OONE
13

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOfiND’SBLOCK.

OTTO

Produce, Etc.
apples, v nuHuei ......
Beans, V bushel ........

LlvirrudSali Sutler

379.

ward they are quoted between 700 and 800

The “modern quality” of Scribner’s
from
Monthly, which has been recently re-

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

NO.

francs. This canal ahortens the voyage

YTAN PUTTEN G„

a weSslyITewspapee,

WHOLE

Scribner for June.

parfeetis.
General Dealers. In Dry
Goode, Groceries, Crockery,Hate and Cape,
Flour, Provlelone.etc.;River at.

1879.

24,

now construction company,—

a

is

also inter-

in

ested in a project to connect the Adriatic

connection with the pending questionof

and the Danube by a canal of ordinary
New York World’s Fair.
capacity. The advisabilityhas also been
The first of several papers on “Edison
consideredof a ship-canal across the Maand his Inventions,”by Mr. Edwin M.

location for the

layan peninsula,— tlie long narrow finger

Fox, is devoted

the electro-motogruph

to

and its appications.This is perhaps the
most complete account of this important
inrontion, which involves the discovery oi

an

Straits of

necting the Bay of Bengal with the Gulf of

Siam, would subtract 1,175 miles from the

new property of electricity,
voyage
that of destroying friction, and

entirely

viz.,

from Siam to the
Malacca. Such a canal, con-

of land extending south

between India

and China. With

this and the Darien project successfullyex-

which has lately been brought

to

such per-

fection in its application to telephonic
purposes, that transmission of the

human

X

voice is as accurate and clear as if the

ecuted, a voyage around the world could
be made, also via Suez, without crossing
to tl)e south ef the equator, keeping, at the

same time, between the eighth and

thirty-

speakers were face to face. The
seventh parallels.
six-years’ growth of this remarkable invention is described by Mr, Fox with
1 St. Nicholas for Jane.
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result much incidental light on the inventor’s
St. Nicholas for June has a seasonable
of these diseases upon the masses of Intel- methods of work. The applicationto
frontispieceentitled“Summer has Come,”
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ocean cables to increase the speed and
ing, making life actually a burden instead
and opens with “A Second Trial,” a story
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and thus to reduce the cost of transmission,
by Sarah Winter Kellogg, showing how a
usefulness us it ought to be. There is no and the application to detect feeble pulsa-

An

MC

Grand Haven Bail

Bead.

-If,

QCHOUTEN,

O
Taken

R. A. City Pnysiclan. Office at the
First Ward Drug Store, 8 th Street.

Sunday, Dec. 8, 1878.

Effect,

PhfofttPbHdoing North.
No. 4. No. 2.
p.

m.

50 12
10 11
<10
11
15 11
35 10
55 10
45
9

20
47
42
18
44
25
35

m.

STATIONS.

Seine South.
No. 3. No. 1.

m.

^£IGUIN8,

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Gal-

m.

good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudiceand skepticism, take the
Saddleri.
745
advice of Druggistsand your friends, and
7 55
IfAUPELL, U., Manufacturer of and dealer in
8 40
ilarueas, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Holland,
9 50
353
Eighth street.
Your speedy relief is certain. Millions of
Fillmore,
10
26
4 17
bottlesof inis medicine have been given
Allegan,
5 18
11 45
TotacopacdCigars.
away to try its virtues,with satiafactory
FRED. H. MAY, Managsr.
rPE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, results in every case. You can buy a
E. C. Lsavenwobth.Gtn'l Freight Agent.
Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Agent,
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
Holland. Mich.
doses will relieve the worst case. PosiWatchii
and
Jewelry.
Close connectionsmade at Allogan with G. R. A
tively sold by all Druggists on the West.R. R. and L. 8. A M. 8. for Plainwell, KalamaTOSLIN A BRKYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, ern Continent.
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. Ac., Ac.
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Marp.

7
7
7
6
6
4
8

p.

Muskegon,
Ferrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon.

2
2
2
3

a.

20
53
57
20

_

7 00

V

_

_

X

O

ket and Eighth Street.

Buckling Arnica Salve,

I. 0. of 0- F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, bolns Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

Attomyi.
D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Klver street.

JLL Notary Public;

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.

VfCBBIDE, P. H., Attorneyand Counselor at
lyl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11

W. Blom, N. O.

River street.

Q. A. Konino, R. 8.

T)ARK8, W.

H. Attorney and Conncelor at Law,
corner of River and eighth streets.

A

F.

Ic

A. K.

A

Reodlab Communication of Unity Lodge,
rPKN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Agent. Ofllcoin Kenyon A Van Patten's bank Holland.Mich., on Wednesdayevening, Jane
4, at 7 o’clock, tharp.
Otto Brkyban, W. M.
C. B. Wynn* Sec'11.
Ba&U&f ail liohisft.

-yAN PUTTEN

JACOB, Banking
1

V lecting, Drafts bought and aol
street.

Ipffial

Datiw.

Future papers

ner include

much

will in like

man-

that is now, since the

writer enjoys peculiar facilities in Mr.
Edison’s laboratory.

A

timely paper is Mr. C. C. Enel's

“Piercingthe American Isthmus,” which
appears simultaneouslywith the assembling

in Paris of

de

Lesseps’ Congress of

Engineers to select a route for the proposed

Inter-oceanicShip

Canal. The

writer

CoamliiinKirchaat.

romance of the

dealers In Grain, Floor and Produce. Highmarket price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
tore cor. Eighth A r Ish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
est

tatlit.

EH, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte’s
bhoe store.

VX

Brafi

ui

Kdlclasi.

T30ESBURG. J.

O., Dealer In Dregs and Modicinea, Paints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Physician's prescriptions carefally pump: Eighths!.

XJ

How many children anti women
slowly and surely dying, or rather being for “Piercing the American Isthmus,”Mr.
The undersigned, Dr. L. E Beat, having
0. C. Bubl writes as follows of the great
settledin the city of Grand Rapids, offers killed, by excessive doctoring,or the
his services as a Physician, Surgeon and Ac* daily use of some drug or drunken stuff schemes for modifying the statu qua of nacoucheur to the public at large, and called medicine,that no one knows what ture in difieredtparti of the globe:
whereas he pays particular attention to it is made of, who can easUy be cured
Within a few years the science of makchronic diseases,and fine surgery, he haft and saved by Hop Bitters,made of Hons,
ing geography to order hat been remarkconcluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the Buchu, Mandrake, Dandelion,&c.. which
City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week, is so pure, simple and harmless that the ably developed. Holland almost set thu
where he can be consulted during the most frail woman, weakest invalid or fashion by giving Haarlem Lake op to
dayi
smallest child can trust in them. Will agriculture,and since then bu constructed
L. E. BEST, M. D.
you be saved by them? See other column. a ship canal, under great engineering diffiGrand Rapid*. Nov. 25 1878.
culties, from Amsterdam Harbor direct to
If you wish to buy Candies go to the
the German Ocean, making the Dutch
Having bought the fixtures and business City Bakery and bay the borne made Can*
metropolis independent of the circuitous
interest of Mr. W. P. Scott’s broom man- dies, and others, which they warrant slrict*
nod
difficult course through the Zuyder
ly
pure
and
healthy,
and
in
which
they
ufactorv, I wish to Inform the public that
the business will be continued and pushed take the lead in this city.
Zee. De Lesseps comes next with his Suet
by me with unabated energy. Call for
PES9INK BROS. Canal, triumphantlycompleted in the face
samples,and ascertain prices.
of political opposition and in defianceof
C. W1ERSEMA.
The finest lot of Parasols ever brought obstacles before regarded as practicallyin-

yAN

A fresh

loess.
faralture.
11. A

CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Pnrnltnre,Curtalus, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

Al

I

at a College

Commencement.

Louisa M. Alcott

under the

title

tells two stories in

“Two

one

Little Travelers,”

describingfirst the voyage of a tenderhearted littlegirl to Fayal, and iu results,

and

then the wonderful )ournoy of a tiny

five-year-oldlot, all by herself, over four

thousand miles of continent and ocean.

The other short tales deal with the
queer doings of “Bossy Ananias,” a
Southern negro boy who loved curious

to

'

young heroes and heroines
and lively adven-

tures.

In “Longitude Naught” are described,

with seven pictures, the Hoapitai and
Observatory of Graenwicbt England,—
the place generallybelieved to have no
longitude. Among other practical
sketches are: an illuatratedaccount of a
curious “Fish that Catches Fish for

its

Master”; and a description of a man’s
escape from an ancient

castle, In

“A

Cari-

ous Box of Book*,”

“Chub and Hoppergnua” is a

funny

terrier itory with five plcturei,and

“How

the Lambkins went South” is
rhymed tale with a comical

a

ludicrous

illustration

by Hopkins.
Very small readera have a large-type
story with seven pictures, about “Two

town— from the cheapest to the surmountable. Most importantof all for Little Mothers; and JacMn-the-Pulpil.”
“The Letter-Box”and “The Riddle-Box”
highest— can be found at
the Darien project, the Suez Canal has
L. T. KANTERS.
contain
things piquant, playfnl and
D. BERTSCH.
proven a remarkable financial success,
puzzling for readers of »U tastes and ages.
The Best, Safest, and Cheapest remedy
though it cost ninety-nine millions, about
for all affectionsof the Bladder and KidCocoa Nuts. Oranges, Lemons, Raisins, twice the amount first estimated. After it
A grave-diggerburied a man named
ncys— such ns gravel, diabetes, etc,— is Nuts, Figs, Dates, Cove Oysters, Sardines,
was opened in 1869. shares whose par Button, and brought in the followingbill
the Genuine Imported Harlem Oil. For Salmon and fresh Compressed Yeast, alvalue was 500 francs dropped to between to his widow: “To making one Ballou
sale at J, O. Doelburg’s Drug store only. I ways fre>h und firsl-ciass,at
Price 25 cts per
0—
10—
PESSINK BROS. 200 and 300. francs, while ten years after- hole 15.”

at

PUTTEN, Wm., D#aler In Drags, Medlclnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dkn Beho's Family Medicines ; Eighth 8t.

v

Vf EVER,

10-tf

10-2w

fameries. River street.

big brother's

projecta through fresh scenes

i

1)EACU BRO'8, CommissionMerchants, and

fame

In a paper in Scribner for Jane, giving carry their
are the history and

NOTICE.

Hair cuttle
halr-dyeing,etc.,
rates. Barber shop
L.

saved her

-

Drunkin Stuff.

GttOOT,
barber.
U
shampoonlug,
enable
next door

girl

The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
pets; with tome Pennsylvaniacountry peoBruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter, exploration, and gives the salient features
ple and a wise pig at a “Schnitzen”; with
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all of the seven or eight rival routes, which
“Robin
Goodfellow and his friend Bluekinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is are further illustratedby maps. The pertree,” in the day* of Good Queen Bess;
guarranteed to give perfect satisfactionin
usal of this papar will be a valuable preevery case or money refunded. Price 25
with “The Royal Bonbon,” boy-aoldiers
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh paration for an intelligentunderstanding
of the terrible French Revolution;and
Holland,Michigan.
of the deliberationsof the Congress.
with “A Comet that Struck the Earth”—
—
A first installment of “Madame BonaWhy do thePessinkssell so many cigars ? parte's Lettersfrom Europe” is contributed and gome boys-in the far West, years
ago. The eight illustrations to these
Because they keep the most completestock
by Mr. E. L. Didier, and many other artiof fine cigars ki this city. They invite
stories, particularly that to “Tlie Royal
customers to try their brands, especially cles, some of which we may refer to hereBonbon,” which is by Walter Shlrlaw, are
that little 5 cent Tumble, Clear Havana, as after.'The magazine ii bandaomclyillusspecially
attractive.
well as the other 25 different brands. HHf
trated and clearly printed, and la a fine
The two aerial*,—“A Jolly Fellowship,”
specimen of the art of printing.
by Frank R. Stockton; and “Eyebright,”
All kinds of Shingles for sale at
by Susan Coolidge,—with illustrationsby
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Hating Geography to Order.
James E. Kelley and Frederick Dielman,

Barbin.

T\E

first time.

sketches the romantic history of Isthmus

gjitcftonj.

TTOWARD, M.

devoted little
tions of the heart, are here treated for the

this

stock of Candv, just received

botile.

13wl

tf

0
a-

I

IIB.

f ulla^
HOLLAND

total of 8,472,900 bushels, against 1,891,449
bushels at thia period last year..,. Dr. J. H.
Bauch, who has Decently returned from the
South, says that the authorities and citizens of
New Orleans are doing all in their power to
prevent a recurrence or the yellow-fever epidemic this year..;. Orlando Gassier was executed at Seward, Neb., May 20. for the murder

MICHIGAN.

CITY.

of

}

. THE

A BdstoN
H. Worthen,

of

W-,ij

at

jury haa
has awarded Charles
Clit

railroad in Julv,
1875.
. .Disastrous
forest fires are reported in
the region of Fry burg, Me. Immense quanti.

Senator

of New

College.

Mary

Two trading companies at
dam have

failed for #3,750,000.

.

.

graduate in

Rotter-

Texas.

.

the Senate— Coke,

of

.

.Vesuvius is

’

OstvvtA

. i

1

1

“*

was educated at Georgetown (D.

C.j

College.

Senator Ransom, of &orth Carolina,
In the war between ’Chili and Peru
guano is a graduate of the University of North
urisdiotion over Questionsof marriage.
trade carried on by British capital,a Chilian Carolina.
1 The business portion of Farmorville, war vessel having fired upon and destroyed
Senator Vance, of North Carolina,
La., has been destroyed by tire. Loss about some extensiveloadingworks on the Peruvian
ooajt The Marquis of Salisbnryhas directed received his education at Washington
#10(\000. . .Two whito mon and a negro wbre
tho English representativein Chili to remon- (Tenn.) College.
executed at Hillsboro, N. G., on tbe 16th inst,
strate against the injury, and to require a
for burglary,which is a capital crime in that
Dr. Acosta, the famous physician of
guarantee that if the works are restored tho
State. At Plaquemine,La., the same day,
Paris, has just died. Ho was a Venegunboats will let them alone in the future.
Robert Cheney (colored) was hanged for rape.
____ The seat of Government of Louisianais to
Advices from India state that among zuelan by birth.
be relocated at Baton Rouge, where it existed the principal points of agreement with Yakoob
Bishop Ames did not leave a* dollar
for many years prior to th© late war.
Khan are the British command of the passes, of his wealth to any religious or charitCoLr Tom Buford, the assassin of with sufticiontterritory to constitute a scientific able institution.
Judge Elliott,of the Supreme Court of Ken- frontier, the appointment of a British resident
Rear Admiral E. G. Parrott, Uniat Cabal, and tne control of the foreign relatucky, was airaigned for trial, last week, at
tions of Afghanistan.
ted States navy, died in New York reFrankfort,Ky.' the capital of the State. The
defense mbved for a change of venne, which
In India the cholera has appeared in cently.
was promptly granted by the court Owenton. most of tho cities of the Punjaub.— Dacoity, or
Lucretia Mott, in the 87th year of
the county seat of Owen county, was selected
robbery
by
armed
gangs,
is assuming alarming her age, has been elected President of
as tho place of trial, and the second Tuesday
proportions in tho Doccao, especiallyin the the P ennsylvania Peace Society, and is
in July as the time.
Poonah district; 1,000 troops are engaged in as able to attend to its duties as she was
POLITICAL.
suppressing them.— Tho cholera in Peahawur
<
It seems probable that tbe Ohio Re- is threateningto raise an obstacle to the prompt or ty years
withdrawal of the troops from Afghanistan.—
Mary Clemmer has followed all the
publican* will nominate ex-Attorney General

ties .of timber and lumber hare beea burned.
. .Henry J.' Cross, City Treasurer
. of Salem,
Maaa , hanged himself the uther day. I r<

ne groun

.

(Nij J;)

.

have demandedimmediate satisfaction for the
exclusion of Rnssian traders from the Cldnese
frontier town of Shikho.

Chicago,#26,500 for the lose of

A Beiaudkbe

.

Senator Johnston, of Virginia, grad. again in a state of agitation....The Boors of
the United States Circuit Court ‘South AfricA ba've' petitioned lot independence. ated at the South Carolina Universifv. t : .
Richmond, -V*.: a writuf habeas corptm In
. .Garibald^hke vledded •«>
reside perma_4
“
tilOl
nently at
Rome.... Tho Russian authorities
Senator Kernan, of New Jersey,

a log od the Grand Trank

.

.

x
w *
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Monroe.... william Nelson
(colored) has been sentenced,at Terre Hante,
lid., to the penitentiary for one year and a fine
of #1,000 for marrying a white woman.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

George

Pacific,met at Paris, on the
Atlantic and
15th of May. The congressmarks a new epoct
b
bare
in the commercial history of the world. The*
Col. Thomas A. Scorr ia President
were , delegates present
preseni from all the groal
groat
of seven railways.
powers. Do Lesseps was elected President
.
Jacob Btaempfii,a Swiss politician, and, in
Randolph,
York
1861, the Presidentof the Swiss Confederation,
’
and subsequentlymember of‘ the
Tie Geneva Court is a graduate of Rutgers
of Arbitration in the Alabama <claims, is dead,
William and
College has one
in his 60th year.

dispatch says

that ex-State - SenatorJ. B. Cbrniah, convicted

great damage has been inflictedupon the

.

of oonspiracyto defraud the county of #10.000,
and X ft. Sweeney, ex-Cbiof of Police of Phil•

lipaburg.convicted of raisinga county bill,
were each sentencedto bne year in State prifton.
....Philadelphia papers record the death

-

of Judge Asa Packer, President of

the

Lehigh

u

YValley

;

railroad, and

one of the wealthiest and most prominent citirens of Pennsylvania.
. .The bay mare Nettie,
with a record of 2:18, died At Philadelphia, a
few days ago, from blood poison,caused by
picking up a nail....The steam yacht Louisa
capsizedm the harbor of New York the other
day, and, of a party of seven on board, three
found a watery grave.
.

A

committee of the New York As-

sembly says

it

will cost #15,000,000 to complete

,

'

.

ths Brooklyn bridge, and that its safety should
h« deter nined by competent engineers. . .John
Flynn, who robbed a lady of a diamond earring,
while wallring on Fifth avenue, New York, has
received a sentence of. eighteen years in the
penitentiary.

ago.

.

I

A serious famine exists in Cashmere.

Alphonse Taft for Governor, and ex-Congress-

man Charles Foster

for Lieutenant Governor.
The Green backersof Boston have arranged
The Board of Review of the National for a great mass meeting in that city on June 5.
Peter Cooper will preside, and Gen. Butler.
Trotting Association(Col G. W. Woolley, of Wendell Phillips and CongresemanWeaver will
Cincinnati, presiding), at its sessions in Chica- do the talking.
:

—

THE WEST.

GENERAL.

go

last week, expelled two of the most noted
turfmen of the country— R. C. Pate, of . 8t
Louis, owner of Woodford Mambrino, Lucille,
and other celebratedhorses, and J. N. Haddock, late owner of; the flyer Edwin . Forrest The offense for which they were
bounced was the putting up a job and selling
out a race at Utica, N. x., in which Edwin
Forrest and Mambrino were the contestants, in
August last Edward Pyle, driver of Edward,
the winner of the race, was also expelled.
Gus Glidden and Morrill Higbie. who drove
Forrest; and Biegs, driver of Dick Wright,

brute disappeared. Old 0!., keener than
the others, was loath to give up the pursuit, and presentlydiscoved a yellowish
reflection in the clear water. Peering
more intently,he could discover the
yellowish tawny outline of thq cunning
animal, totally immersed in the water,
save its eyes, ears and nose. He shot
the tiger dead, and it sank to the bottom like a stone. So perfectlyhad it
concealed itself that the
___ other
___ _ „
sportsih^n ^ofild not for the life of them imagine what old O. nad fired at, till his
mahout got down and began to haul the
dead animal out of the water.— “Sporf
and Work on the Nepaul Frontier”
by AfooW. j:

A New York

Civilizing the African.

The

great missions in Central Africa

magnitude of the
enterpriseof their establishment. Not
one of them but required an outlay of
$50,000 to settle it. The difficultiesof
the journey from the coast were without
are marvelous for the

precedent.For hundreds of miles, in
the case of the Nyanza mission of the
Church Missionary Society, immense
stores and a steamboat had to be transported ; and there was but one mode of
transportation — that by porters. Of
course it took an army of carriers,who
had to be watched, and fed, and coaxed
and bribed, and a considerable part of
the journey was through an unknown
country. But the steamer is on the
lake, the stores are safely housed at
their destinationand the voice of the
missionary is heard in King Mtesa’s

Vice Presidents down along through to
heavy date, and she says that Hamlin Suc- capital. And this is only a beginning.
commercial failures in England.
ceeded in impressing her the most fa- Reinforcements are to be sent out and
vorably of any of the whole crowd.
a colony formed. There is no more imFORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
The venerable Canon Beadon, of portant center in Africa for missionary
Wells, England, is 102 years old, and in work than Uganda. The missionaries
[extha session,]
The Senate resumed considerationof the good health. It is his boast that he will have the sweep of the great lake
LegislativeAppropriation bill on the 14th, and the reads without spectacles, and that he and access to all the tribes over which
jeadingof the political sections was completed. has not in his long life worn an over- Mtesa’s powerful influence extends.
Preparations are being made not only
Mr. Kernan then took the floor, aud made an ex- coat.
tended speech in favor of repealingthe jurors’
to preach to the people and teach them
The
widow
of
ex-Postmaster
General
teet-oath. Mr. Beck offered an amendment to the
to read and write, but to instruct them
bill requiringtho Secretary of the ITeasuryto
Alexander W. Randall still thrives as a

The

cable reports a

number

of

dispatch states ftiat n
London banking firm offered to purchase $:>0,000,000 worth of 4 per <*nt United States
bonds, but the New York syndicate would sell
only half that amount....’Andrew D. White,
the new United States Minister to Germany,
in agriculture, the Scottish mission in
uae the funds for the redemption of fractional
raiser of • cattle upon her lands in
has sailed for his post of duty. William H.
currencyin payment of the arreain of pensions,
Vanderbilt sailed for Europe in the same which was adopted after an animateddebate. Mr. Nebraska. For several years, it is said, the Shire hills have already a farm of
steamer.
Vest gave notice of his intention to introduce a her sales of stock have reached $6,000* fifty acres under cultivation. The
Gen. Sherman says that military af- bill proposing to organizethe Indian Territory a year, and the herd is as large again as teaching of this industry is quite as iminto a State,and providing for its admissioninto
fairs
were never so well arranged in the West the Union. - The House continued the disciusion it was when she assumed the manage- portant os instruction in letters in leadwere suspended until next December,
ing savages to adopt a peacefuland setaud the case continued until the same time for as now, and that Gen. Sheridan has reduced of the Warner Silver bill.
ment.
further investigation.The decision of the everythingto an admirableand effectivesystem.
tled mode of life. Another mission is
Mr. Thurman delivered a speech on the
Gen. Grant is the owner of two soon to be established by French Projudges in the Bonesetter-Proteine2:20 race at
Legislative
Appropriation
bill on the 15th inst. He
Visible supply of grain in the States
Chicago,last fall, was reversed, a
and the race
Arabian horses of the purest blood— a testants among a class of people who
awarded by the board to Boneeetter. As a re- and Canada: Wheat, 15,108,000 bushels; corn, assailed the speeches of SenatorsConkliug and
gift from the Sultan of Turkey. One speak the Bassuto language on the ZamWindom,
declaring
them
to
be
merely
rhetorical
sult of this latter decision, Proteiue and Bone10,627.000bushels; oats, 1,759,000bushels;
is of a dapple-gray color and called besi river, about 400 miles west of
setter have been matched for a #10,000 race by
efforts to deceive and mislead the ignorant, to stir
rye, 877,000 bushels; barley, 1,777,000bushels.
up the passionsof the people, and array one sec- Djeytan (the panther),and the other is
their owners. The race is to be trotted at ChiNyassa. From the west coast, two
WASHINGTON.
tion of the country against the other. Ho
cago on the 19th of next July.
a magnificent black fellow with a white
societies— the Baptists and the Cardiff
upheld the action of the Democrats in placing
It is stated from Washington that political riders upon the Appropriation star on his forehead, and named MisCopious rains have fallen all over the
Livingstone mission — are preparing to
Northwest, thus breaking up the protracted “the decision of Judge Dundy, at Omaha, in the bills, and asserted that a third of the sirli. They are on board a steamer on ascend the Congo or Livingstone nver
laws
npon
the
statute books were part of
drought, the effects of which were beginning Standing Bear habeas-corpus case, in which he Appropriation bills. He enteredinto a long argu- the way from Constantinople to New above the Livingstone falls, where, by
virtually declares Indians citizens, with the ment in favor of the repeal of tbe jurors’ test oath
Haven.
to be seriously fell From every State, and alsteamer, they can have easy access to a
right to go where they please, regard! ess of and the Supervisors’ law. Mr. Cockrell Introduced
most every locality, come the most encouragtreaty stipulations, is regarded by the Govern- a resolution in the Senate authorizing the negotiaThe
Roman
correspondent
of
the great many people. If, in addition to
ing reports of the growing grain crops.
.The
ment as a heavy blow to the preeent Indian sys- tion of a proper treaty of reciprocity and com- Independance Beige remarks that Garthese seven great enterprises, we conNational Convention of Millers, at toeir meettem, and that, if sustained, it willproveextreme- merce with France. Mr. Farley introduceda bill
ing in Chicago, passed a resolution favoring the
for the relief of John A. Sutter,the first discoverer ibaldi’scountenance has quite lost the sider what has been done south of Lake
ly dangerous alike to whites and Indians. If the
establishmentof
special grade for power of the Governmentto hold Indians upon of gold in California,on accountof landa taken from vivacious expression it used to wear. Ngami and what is being done on the
and services rendered by him to the United States.
“scoured"wheat, so as to prevent it from being
their reservation, or to return them when they
— to the House, the Warner Silver bill was under He cannot stir without assistance, and Niger, in Liberia, on the Gaboon river
graded above its merits, on account of its fair,
escape, is denied, the Indians become a body of consideration
all day. and voting on the measure suffers frequent torments of pain. Garand elsewhere on the continent, we
but false appearance....Judge Dillon, of the
tramps, moving withoutrestraintwherever they by sectionswas begun. An amendment to
United Staton Circuit Court for tbe Eighth Juibaldi is now 73. It is twenty-nineyears cannot but be impressed by the thought
please, and exposed to the attacks of frontiers- increase the weight of the silver doldicial Circuit, which includes the States of Mismany
men without redress from the Government lar to 460 grains received only 52 since be was soap and candle-making on that Christianity will, though
-— -----j
souri, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, and
The District Attorney at Omaha has been in- votes, 176 being recorded against it. Staten island, and, to use Lord Beacons- generations may intervene, take possesMinnesota, has accepted an offer toj) reside o4er
utructed to take the necessarysteps to carry the Another,proposing to limit free coinage to
sion of Africa.—Independent.
the New York ColumbiaCollege Law School,
silver produced from American mines, was rejected field’s phrase, M a great deal has happened
questionto a higher court"
—106 to 1?0; and one requiring the Secretary of the since then.”
and will resign his seat on the bench.
Risking Eternal Torture.
The Secretary of War, in accordance Treasuryto purchase all silver offered and coin it
The wife and 5-year-olddaughter of
Talmage lately referred to the Brookon Government account was also defeated,bnt by
Mrs.
Bly, of Memphis, long ago made
with the ruling of the United States Courts a very close vote— 114 to 116.
Martin Sulzberger,of Sutter county,Cal, were
lyn Presbytery in a parable as follows
up
her
mind that life was undesirable,
Omaha,
has ordered Standing Bear and other
A message from the Presidentin reply to a M A few summers ago I lay down in the
found the other day suspended by the necks in
imprisoned Ponca Indians to be released.
and
was
only restrained from suicide
an oat-buildingon his ranche. Mystery sor
resolution asking for informationrelativeto the woods and fell asleep. When I woke
rounds the affair. It is not known whether it
The amount of Government money unlawfulseizure of lands ia the Indian Territory up I found a caterpillar on my foot, an by fear of future punishment.She conwas murder or suicide.
sulted with several clergymen, all of
alreadydisbursed for the payment of arrears was laid before the Senate on the 16th inst. On
ant crawling up my sleeve and spiders
The Indianapolis poetoffice was of pensions is #1,099,447.... The Secretaryof motion of Mr. Ingalls,it was resolved that the Secwhom told her that the self-murderer, if
retary of the Treasury be directed to report to the weaving a web across my body— one
mentally sound, wonld surely be made
robbed,the other day, in a bold and dexterous the Treasury expects scon to be able to supply Senate what amount of legal-tendernotes
web across my foot, one across my knee,
to suffer throughouteternity. The remanner. The safe in';the registry department refundingcertificatesat the rate of #2, 000, (XX) a have been presented and redeemed In
day.
.Senator Matt Carpenterhas gone to coin since the 1st of January last, one across my waist, one across my
was rifledof a package of ten money-order letcent discussion of the doctrine of eter
Florida for the benefit of lus health.
and what amount of coin he considers himself chin, one across my nose, one across my
ters, fifty-five registeredletters, and about
nal torture, however, convinced her that
authorized to retain in the treasury to maintain
#4,000 in cash. -iThe clrirk had turned his back
The Treasury Department will have specie resumption. The Senate resumed consid- forehead — just seven specifications.”
there was a wide difference of opinion
for a few minims to look over the morning
about #2,000,000 .a month available for the eration of the Legislative,Executive and Judicial
Tennyson, the poet laureate, is thus among orthodox ministers, and there
paper, taking advantage of which the bold thief
Appropriationbill, and Mfssre., Eaten, Conkliug
stealthilycrept to the safe, seized upon the con- oayment of arrears of pensions,after the, 1st and Kernan mkde speeches upon tne proposed po- pictured in the Independance Beige: fore, after writing out her opinion that
tents, and tnada good his . escape.... of July. The adjustment of claims will not, litical legislation. - The Home occupied the day “Tall, rather stout, round shouldered, the penalty of her sin would be no more
The most extraordinarygame of .billiardsever therefore, exceed thrft rate unless Congress at in considering the Warner: HUrer Coinage bill. A
walking with a stick, a long beard com- than a brief period of suffering, she took
played was that contested in Chicago,the other its preeent session providee some special fund resolution was adoptedprovidingfor toe appointment of a standing committee,te wbiqh shall be pletely burying the face, and a pair of a fatal dose of arsenic.
day, by Jacob Schaefer and George Slosson. for the purpose.
referred all bills, resolutions, petitions, etc., afSchaefer ran the game of 1,OQ0 points out in
round, Chinese-looking - spectacles/’
The Presidetit has nominated William fecting the trafficin ataobolic liquors.
three innings, making runs of 5, 690 and 305,
His attire : “A felt hat, much the worse -The unromantic -Pennsylvania fannThe LegiahtivsAppropriation bill occupied
thus acoompUsliiugdhe tremendous average of J. Galbraith, of lowk, AssociateJusticeof the
383& Th© game was, the three-hall French Supremo Court of Montana; John F. Morgan, too attentionof too Senate on toe 17th, and there for wear, the brim hfrge and flabby, ers are plowing up some of the historic
drawn low oyer hip; fopifae&d; trousers points.’at, Gettysburg, to plant them
carom,
for -»~Ae
a stake of #1,000 and the of Illinois,Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
--- —I and was ‘w*
was a long runningdebate between Messrs. Saulschampionship of the Usi ted: Bit tee. ^ t ‘
of Idaho; Norman Buck, of Idaho, Associate
too wide, shabby-looking coat too tight, with corn.
bury, Windom, Edmunds and Oonkling, about the
Justice of the same court
his
left hand in constant contact with
A murderer named West was hanged
Delaware ud Maryland itofc; •* the use of
THE MARKETS
at BooneviUe, Mo., od the 16th inst When the ' TRi wife of the colored Senator, troops 1* those States daring tbs war. — The his spectacles, which have a large gold
drop fell the rope broke and the body straight- Bruce, has given birth to a boy baby, and Ros- House,
engaged all day npqs «hs Warner biU rim that flashes in the ran as he adNEW
ened ont and torned over, when he <?W Cwklipg.Bruoeip its name.
vances toward you.”
for toe free coinage of ailve^ A proposition limBekvi-.s ...........................
#8 00 @1U 25
was picked trp *4hd another rbpo te*
iting
the
free
ooihage
to
America*
bullion
was
deMbr, i President Hayes and Mrs.
Hogs. ...••.••».......«.«.#<......i:i8
80 0 14 10
feated by a large majority, and an amendment that
tied. . Wallace .: Wilksrtoa>.iwas A fexecnied
Cotton... ......... ......
it'
Washington^twoek the Government should -receive all the proflte of
’’ Tigers.
,
FLOUB-Huperflns.................3 80 o# 8 W)
for (heir Ohio homes, for a short season of re- coinage wu also rejected,though bj a veryoteee
Wheat— No. .....................106 @117^
Tigers can lay* themselves so flat on Cobn— Western Mixed ... .....
.i.
vote.
. .46, it, ,46
and shooting, and Wilkernon electedto die by
36
In the Senate, on
consideration was the ground, and; lie so perfectly motion- Oats— Mixed ...................... 85
tbe butlet.;
by. three copcealod Ml;' rut: • Vitlift' FOREIGN. i A .i!’
Rte— Western ..................... GO
61
men, and died in twehty-«cvenminutes.
resumed
of
toe
Legislative
Appropriation
bill,
and
less,
that
it
is
often
a
very
easy
thing
to
Southern Russia, the source of the
I'obe— Mess ...................
.... 9 12>4(310a5
Advices frtfii the Indihn Territory great European grain supply, a small insect is Mr. Blaine spoke in oppositionto th? proposed overlook them. On one occasion, when Libd. ....... ......... ............ 6)4
CHICAGO.
J^lpIatioQj Me was^reqpeatiy interrupt)by Dem- the Purneah hunt were ouV* tigress
devMtsfing, the gram-fipidi and the, entire
Bxkvxs— Choice Graded Steers.... 4 FO (3 5 25
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wheat crop is thieatoiied.The rapidity with
which the - inject propagated' dbfoAto 1 all attempts at extirpatiQju.- .Queen Victoria has
the honor of being a great grandumther. her
granddaughter,’
'ChArlofo,- of Prussia, having given birth to a danghter...
The cable reports destructive fires at Orenburg,
Buwia, and Poonah, India, and . damaging
flodddlu Hungary. . .A Constantinopledispatch
-sifts the Porte has received official: information
Sriroatrat ° 00'U1pf toe intentions of France and .England with
regard to Egypt. Thdre is no Ihtetmon of de»• postal clerff on the
poang the Khedive; ri /lihi'i t k*1 » 0
HulMtoA St. ioe riii; tiw been Crested it
The Panama Star anti H&ald gives
Qutaey. fo# robbing';the matls. .after a. series
tome incidents of the War operationsin South
°f
.the£*J i .®xtendil]8 : throughout ‘the past
eight months./. .Some
of < fb^-Weeteifa:; railroads 'toe '"infested
wittMkWW, And, , top moyewpt of. freight
trains has occasionally been interferedwith by oral toots fixed into fhe ^owa Iqnique was
them', .v.nto Chifckgo trades umons propose to
put tte^t-bqprrQto.to force q^and; After
the Fourth of July. It p understood that per- Bear Admiral : Rodgers, of ' the United State*
sons interestedin the movrtWo# aro dbdiaVbi*jng > ficmfe the eo^pentit* DUaboc organitobt' from: the Gbilian boat (Jarttod awhy his
i hoard
principal towris addindwtrial centers. i\ ! ydl
Games,
pttolaitried a rebel; toade anal-
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ocraticStnalors,and the debate at times grew quite

animated. A communlcatiou was received trorc
the Secretaryof toe Treasury in responio A> a

th&t

|

had been shdt got under spme

cover that was trampled down bj a line
of about twenty elephants? TJe sportsresolution of the IJUh Intt;,' callingfor certaininmen
severely
formationin regard to ihe operations of the Treasury Department. Tbe Hecretary writes: “There wonndeff,' Xs tn<$ coiild'seu by the
has been redeemed in coin since Jau. 1, lt7i),of gonts of blood, bnt there were no signs
legal-tender netes, an amount of $4.183,518, , As of the
disappeared.
to: the sfnonnt of roln ahtoofizsd1 to' be retained in j toe treasuryfor toe purpqeq, of After a long’wkfdh,hfeafing the same
'mMntaihlhgthereHumptlouofspecie payment", t ground over and over ftg’iid, ah elfephant
have to aUto that under th« prdvIMonaof toe Re.
ttpd on the dead body lying nndei’ tho
Vreaaury! fn^onfer'lopr! parellla
?o\3 So tor InS
trampled cades, and -‘ihe mahout got!
Redemption of United States notes,to use any su*
plus revenue In tho treasury not otherwise sj>- down and discovered her lying quite
proprlated.iiW to issue certain bonds of the dead.': She was a Urge animal and full
United states. .! the cola ’reserve of toe
treasury has been Increased to #lLft0,000.0<X)| grown.' On another occasion George
tlte* .bring about 40 vpx' cent, of the notes
waq after, a fine male, tiger..',He was
outstndfnff be redeemed’ > and b4< followed no fat^but, coming, to>j# broad
Ueved to b* the smoHcst reaetve upon which renullah, full of water, he suddenly lost,
sight df hifr gamtt .He looked npand
600.000 in bonds and Jrere surplus revenues, as down the banty and onnthe’ opposite
authorized by la,w. and It must, under the existing bank, bnt coold see. no traces of the
HW, be tnslrrtkfned
tiniinparcd for tWhnrpeai*lor
tiger. Looking down he saw in the
Which it was created.’’—~Tba House was hot lu
!

knew
body.

‘

,

n

,

Hr.

v-nii ftoiiiA ,>i »tl:i
•!.
( Tbe.Sonzte,after *, prolonged andifomowh^t

A terrible deed of Mood ia reported
acrimoniousdiscussion bf thei ibill nuking appro-'
from California. L Longbehm, A,; German,
prtetldo4:fi)r;tttf IHW&Ulve, executive fend teflicial
hving jon a, vegetoblarlioohe near Antidch, too met with a complete defeat The dead toe expenses of the Govemmeqtfor the next fiscal year,
Contraopstacounty tookhis litj^boy »nd girl, estimated to, from 250 .to 500. This ended the
quietly passed it on the 21st, by a vote of 47
rebellion.
______
_____
ffea1 'igalhit1 at nays,1 ahd then adjourned
death with A club, eat their throats;dnd-then
X 8t. PETpRHBuno dispatch says the tettb <dntll the 2-36. The bilL at passed,
’treni to the house and
own
brains^ out with a shot-gun. The family conflagrations in the East Russian towns oause embraced all tbe amendments N?reed upon' by tho
had aiwkya hvdd happily: together, anil groat distress. Seventy arrests have been Democratsiu^anrejs. Mr. McDonald asked leave
made in Orqnbqrg on obaagto of iacendiarism. to Introduce k bill autnomiug the President of the
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whisper implored
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liw-,
George to fire. A jusen look convinced
George .that it really was the tiger. It Oats-No.!.........^^."..
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was totally immersed, .all but the face,
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and Ifmg so still that not the faintest
Among those arrested are several ladies and United States to employ
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naval, forces of the, United States to enforce to
"le
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by sbootinghimeelf through tho Mttd with a Yhp.jborrojn of, famine are again .threatening laWs whenever their exeentiohis obstructedot
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Chicago elevators contain

5,274,035

bpsbels of wheat, 2,718,842bushels of corn,

Northern India. In Cashmere,
ire, the latest ireports say, the provisionshpply would hardly
last a week, while no adequate arrangements
for relief existed.... The InternationalCon-

212,413 bushels of oats, 55,799 bushels of rye,

and

21

..... ..

.

be suppressed by the
judicialauthorities,etc., and preveuti g the mili- George gave it its quietus through the
tary from being used as a posse comiutus except
in cases as authorizedby tho constitution and spine. A nearly similar case occurred
laws. Mr. E Imunds objected to tbe introdactlon to old Mr.
tiger bolted toward a
of the bill, on the ground that previous notice had
small
tank
or
pond,
and, though the
vnot been given
The House was engagedall day
line followed
in hot pursuit, the
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terioration was no longer produced. It

of the door and convert your heart into

SABBATH HEADING.

ia thus clearly proved that a good susIntermittentFever.— The pemion is favorable to a good condidirections are, to take a handful of tion of the roads.— Hafure.
Ne’er entertainedao kind a guest;
It *1- , i
;t . ,
Admit Him, and you won’t expal,
powdered white salt, ‘such as is used in
For where He comes, He oomes to dwell.
Lamp Explosions.
kitchens, and roSst it in a clean stove
The rioheat and most joyous hours in (new, if possible)with tooderato heat
In « country where kerosene is almost
a believer’s experienceare those in till it becomes of a brown color,
universtllv used for illuminating,pur*
which he tasted of Christ’s presence in like that of roasted coffee. The
poses, and especially in a town or city
close spirittiai cdniniunton. The be- dose for an.^dij(t .i8 a, Boupspoonful
which is destitute. of appliances for
liever feels the warmth and^the light
dissolved in arglasiof warm water, taken extinguishing conflagration,or built
His countenance#HfeUeftthand is n iht QMflu It should bn stilted that when
mostly of wood, too much care euunut
der our head, and Hfs nght hand doth the fever makes its appearance at interbe exercised, And the good people canembrace us. We <^an roll off our cares vals of two, three, or four days, the rem- not bo too frequently1 cautiouned in (he
and worries and doubts upon his ever- edy shoi^Jd be taken fasting, on the
use of cool-oil lamps. ’ The Bcien tific
lasting arm. -4Bt^cbtunes of close com* morning of the day followingthe fever.
American gives the following valuable
panidnship fath Jew* aie cur holiest To overcome tkelhiilt,lxcitedby the hints in regard to preventingexplosions ;
and happiest honrs thifi side Cf heaven. salt, but a small quantity of water “ All explosionaof petroleum lamps are
Into sick-roqms vfhere His children should be taken through a straw. Durcaused by tn& vapor or gas that collects
lie, Jesns often conies. No physician
ing the forty-eighthours which follow in the space above oil. , Of bourse,

a dwelling-place for the sinner’s frienth

jp

i

,

, ,

,

Well Jehovah loves his Zion,
More than all on earth beside;
His is love to her undying,

,

He whose pledge ha* ne’er ---Stand thy guard through every age.

,

C

Babel, Tyre, each haughty nation, :
. Onos thy toes-now* friougst thy sons,
Soon will share the great sanation,
When thy day*! ory dawns.
But, 0 Zion (wondrous. story),
*When thy splendors eye shall see—
Earth shall boast her chlefestglory,
That her sons wore born in thee.

old Halyof Scotland, said one morning to
_jly \ ¥ Jesus carne to me in the
I J^ye. Hwlfi neiter^ fo^ottan,J*
f t When |he Urd ftakoa unftiisqount.
watch of last night, walking upon
"That ms'Khosenwere begotten
the
waters.
He said to me, ‘I am Alpha
Each one in ihy Holy Mount.
and Omega, the beginning and the end,Well Jehovahwill remsmber,
and I have the, keys of hell and death.’
When He notes the sons, of men.
He stilled the siorm in my soul, and lol
That 4 thee, each mys If member
Of ffis house was born again.
there was a sweet calm ! ”
When Jesus comes in the house of
Then let earth’shigh princes,Zion.
sorrow, He si>eak8 the same wondrous
Joyfully tliy praises sound;
For in thee, the neveP'dying.
words which He spake to the mourners
AH ottV springs of joy abound.
at Bethany. He allowed death to come
Chriftian Observer.
there first to make ready for His own
coming. IS hot this one reason why
Prayer.
death is allowed to take our loved ones?
A little deaf and dumb girl was once Then we are ready to send for J esus
asked by a lady, who wrote the question Southwentem Presbyterian.
yilitsYSb i faithfully^ f Noble

1

' ‘

'

1

—

!

on a slate, “What is prayer?

M

I

^

Zion stands adorned with grace;
God her walls and towers hath bounded.
' Shines on her His amUing face.

^

Salt

Admit Him, for the human breast

The Church of the First-Horn.
ikABAVHftABK rap* tBlUH 87.)
On the holy mountainsfounded.

The

lit-

took the pencil and wrote the
The Master Mule.
reply, “Prayer is the wish of the heart.”
This
morning
a couple of miners
So it is. Pine words and beautiful verses said to God do not make prayer were seated on a bowlder alongside the
road to Sutro, discussing the kicking
without the wish of the heart.
powers of the mule. One had just returned from Sutro, and the other was
\**m! of Moral Dlucetnment to Apprehend
on the way there, and, having met near
Gospel Truth*.
the rock, they sat down for a talk.
The great truths of the gospel require
“Have you quit over there?” said
for their apprehension some moral dis- the one who was eastward bound.
mrnment. How can a thoroughly self“Yes.”’
ish man understand the truth of Christ’s
“Why?”
livinity ? Divinity to him means force
“Mules.”
or quantity rather than quality of being.
“’Fraidof ’em?”
How much would you know about the
“You bet. I saw one yesterday
Apollo Belvidere if one should simply alongsidean old boiler kickin’ off the
tell you that it consisted of so many the rivet-heads one by one. Never
cubic inches of white marble, and missed one. I was just going on the
weighed so many pounds? What idea shift, and, when I saw the mule and
of its beauty would those words convey heard there was more of ’em inside, I
to you? Some such quantitative notion weakened and threw up my job. I’ve
of Christ’s divinity a selfish man may got a wife and three children dependin’
get, and it is the only idea of Him that on me, and I don’t take chances.”
we find in the writings of many theo“The worst mule I ever saw,” said
logians. Such a notion may well be dis- the other, “ was in Pioche some years
puted about, but it is of no practical ago. It was one I owned. One day it
tle girl

the taking of the

I

salt, the appetite a lamp containsno gas, but immediate-

Tuesday, Mat

bill was

.

House.— A

joint resolution

Was passed an'

horizing and inetrncting tho Agricultural

Und-

Grant Board to adjust certain alleged Irregular
sales of Agricultural College lands; also a
resolution fixing May 31 as the day for final
adjournment of thiasesUc/n, In which the Henate
concurred
.Billswerepassed: U relation t»
to the obramencementof actions:to amend
chapter 58,' Native to disordofly persons;relative to general taxation, which repealathe present system entire; relaUftgJ?tr»«npf; to provide for thd incorporationoftho Baptist church
and transfer a certain sum '(if money from the
.

.

,

E5d mWJt
doticieuoy incurred) In the care of certain insane

lamp consumption

ElmsWffllSSt!:

of

warms

____

has

been

The

The

Weak
weak

The
made

recommended

wick work tightly in the burner.; on

and steep, in one gill pf, water — it must
be steeped in bright tin! oil earthenware;
strain nicely, and then add three drops
of laudanum ; bottle it tight and keep
in a cool place, then use it as a wash,
letting some of it get in the eyes. Follow this, and relief is certain. If the
eyes are painful or much sore, make
small soft compresses, wet in the mixture, and bind over the eyes at night.
I can warrant the above as harmless and
sure, having tried it in a number of
oases where other skill and remedies
have utterly failed. If the eyes are
badly inflamed use it freely ; and a tea
made of elder flowers, and drunk, would
help cleanse the blood. Pure rock salt
and water will strengthen your eyes if
you bathe them daily in it. I would
earnestly advise you to avoid mixtures
or washes containing mineral or other
poisons.”
Calls U pon the

Sick

cial

administration^

Joint Smteitur.— ‘Both houses mot In Joint
the contrary, it is essential that it move
up and down with perfect easeL^unrihii sessionto-night; in tho hall oP the House of
Beprosentativea,at wbijh, session the joint
way it is unavoidable tha^
committee on the Kalamazoo Aiylum made
tube is left along the sloes
wick their report.:
u
sufficientfor the flamAfroji$ue burner
Wednesday, May 14.— Senate.— One btu

of

.

»

down into the, Eraip and explode was passed, to amend the law relative to the
gas. Many things oocnr to cause inspectionof illuminatingoils manufactured
the flame to pass down the wick and from petroleum or oqal oils..,. The Senate
explode the lamp. 1. A lamp may be was In committee of tho whole nearly all day.
standing ol the table or mantel, and a
House. -In the Htratfs ode bill wak passed,
to pass
the

window to vacate the towHahlp'oP Sherman, In the
or door may cause au explosion. 2. county of Wexford, and to incorporate ita
A lamp may be taken up quickly from territory within the adjoining townshipa of
a table or mantel and instantly explode. Spriugville, Antioch, Hanover and Wtxford....
A resolution was pasted authorizing the publi3. A lamp is taken into an entry where cation of 600 copies of tho Kalamazoo asylum
there is a draught, or out of doors, and testimony, given before the sOlfect committee,
an explosion ensues. 4. A lighted lamp for the use of the Legislature.... The House
was in committee of the whole.
is taken up a flight of stairs or is raised
Thursday, May 15.-8bnate.-B111iwore
quickly to place it on a mantel, resulting in an explosion. In these instances paused : To provide for tho keeping of the acthe mischief is done by the air move- counts and of the deposits of the public money
ment, either by suddenly checking the of the county of Wayne; to authorize and empower the Board of Controlof State Swamp
draught or forcing air down the chim- Lauds to make an appropriation of State swamp
ney against the flame. 5. Blowing lauds for tho constructionof the Pctoskey and
down the chimney to extinguish the Gaylord State road; also, tomako an approprialight is a frequent erase of explosion. tion of State swamp lands In the conriruetion
of tho Oequsoc branch of the Duncan City and
G. Lamp explosions have been caused Alpena State road; also, to make appro pri&tious
by using a chimney broken off at the top of State swamp lauds to completeand makepassor one that has a piece broken out, aolc tho Alpena and Long Lake State road; also,
whereby the draught is variable and the to make an appropriationof State swamp lands
in the construction
of the Thunder Bay branch
flame unsteady. 7. Sometimes a of the Alpena and Duncan State road; to apthoughtless person puts a small-sized propriate 4,0(10 acres of State swamp lands to
wick in a large burner, thus leaving dram Gun marsh, in the townships of Martin
considerablespace along the edges of and Guuplain; to provide for tho laying out,
establishing and building a State road from
the wick. 8. An old burner; with its Bear Lake to Sherman ; to ameud the charter
air draughts closed up, which rightfully of tho ettv of Manistee; relativeto Circuit
should be thrown away, is soraetimep Courts -/relativeto offensesagainst property;
relativeto proof of demand in suit; to repeal
continued in use, and the final result is section 2 of an act to confer certain powers
an explosion.”
on tho Board of’ tho Count? Anditors of
Wayne comity; ..Native to proceedings
The Longest Unnavigable Stream in the against corporationsIn chancery; relative to
tho cost of proceedings in criminal cases; to
World.
slight puff of air from the open

(

Thefollowing

be remembered by those
calling upon the sick : Only call at the
hints should

door, unless you are sure your friend is

you without harm. Enter
and leave the house, and move about
the room, quietly. Carry a cheerful
face, and speak cheerful words. In
able to see

_

The Dakota

river, vulgarly

known

as

stream worthy of more
than passing notice. Geographical
writers have heretofore paid little attention to this great water-course, with its
commonplace nickname, mostly, we presume, because they have never had their
attention directed to the Jact that it is
the longest river in the World not capable of being navigated in any of its
parts. Having directed attention to
this striking feature of its physical
make up, an explanation of how it ac-

“Jim

:

•

” river, is a

\

authorize the allowance of injunctionsby Circuit Judges of adjoiningjudicial districts In
certaiii iases: to provide for the collection of
State and eorntty taxts in Uie city of Detroit;to
providefor uniform oqd cheaper school textbooks; to authorize the Board of Control of
State Swamp Lands to make an appropriation
to complete tho Tawas and Manistee St^to road
from the West branch; also to establish a State
road, and make au appropriationof- swamp
lands to aid in the couatrucuou thereof, iu

Maaou county.
Houhe.— Bills passed: To amend the char-

'

quired its homely pseudonym may
prove of interest. The early French
traders and missionarieswho came this
way gave it its original appellation, and
among them it was know as Biver aux

ter

of the city of Lansing;

making an Appro-

priation for generaland other expenses of the
universities, for the years 1876

and

1880, of

|(50,250;relative to the formation of corporations to construct corralsor harljors and improve tho same; to prohibit spearingor shooting fish in Goguao lake, iu the township of
Battle Creek; relative tb fees of Justices of the
Peace, constables and Sheriffs in criminal
cases; making an appropriationfor the maintenanceof patiopte at the Eastern Asylum for

Jacques.' This was afterward Anglicized
to plain James river, and speedilyvulgarized into the more repugnant title of the Insane and for the current expenses
of the same for 'the years 1879 and 1880,
Jim river. Congress, in 18(H, took the of |20,00U; to mow effectually,protectthe
subject in hand, having, perhaps; inmates of inSane asyluras of this State in their
a vogue idea of the part which postalrights and privileges,’and to soenre a
this extensive stream is to take in the Coroner’siuonest to be held w eases of sudden
and mysteriousdeath thereto;to amend the
future of the new West, afid decreed that

be called the Dakota
river.” But Congressional etmetmerits
are not always strictly obeyed, and
in this case there seems to be no disposition to accord to the Dakota its legal
lows ; As coon us you got out of bed in cognomen. It is knpwn as the Jim, is
Christ before you a& an Sample, but
“It is a surprise to see a young man the morning, Wash ^your face, hands, spoken of as the Jim# and printed the
“ Christ in you,- ooihmunioating to you
like you here,” said Judge Bowker, at neck and breast; into* the same basin of Jim oftener than any other /way.
But
the vitalizing energy of His own eternal
Repo, Nev„ the tfjher day,' to a /fellow water put both feet at, once for about there is not mtich1 of any tiring in a
life, is the' power of Cod unto salvation.
•who had been whooping it overnight. half a mintite, Rubbing them briskly all name. The river is there and it will
—Sunday Jftemdon.
“You filled yourself up with an enemy the time; then (With the towel, which doubtless flow on forever, whether It btf
to deprive , you of your brains,” pro- has been dampened by wiping the face, known as toe Dakota, toe James
When Jesuit Comes.
ceeded the court, rearranging its spec- feet, etcn wipe the whole body well, fast plain Jim! ' 'We have stated that it is the
. i .
’ . .
There is one very sweet sense.in tacles and glaring at the culprit.“Now# and hard# with mouth shut and chest longest stream in
.which canwhich “Jesus comes
___ es^ to His owniol here you are, a young man of intelli- projecting. Let the whole thing be not be navigated- iu shy* portion by
owers > in * these c|ay^ He does not gence and good clothes on, and doubt- dohe in less than five iiriinutes. At steam vessels ; This we believe to be
jome in fleshy form, as He did' eighteen less you have a mother and sisters who night, when you go to bed, and when- the fact. It jiaea new,
decenturies ago; nor does He come amid think a great deal more of you than I ever vou find yourself wakeful or rest- grees and, traverse#
mijes of ^coonriouds and celestialsplendor, as He will do. You’ve been Sent to school and less, spend from two to, five minutes in try. It is an exceedingly crooked
it the Anal judgment. Bat inspirit, taught how to earn a good living. In rubbing yotfr wh61e body. .with your stream, constantlydoubling upon itself
seen by the eye of faith,.Jesus draws return fyt this you go screaming around hand, so for as you can realm in every and crossing and windjeg along in its
delightfully near to those who seek for the streets at midnight, tearing down direction. This has a fepdency ^preHis presence.
comes to the signa and making a wild beast of your- serve that softness and. mobility pf skin
ffiST&e the conduct of a which is. essential to heaUh, and which curves, its actual length cannot be less
awakened penitent, who cries out to self.
reasonable creature? No, of course it tofl frequent washings will destroy.”
Him
, “Come and take away my atony
than lfQ00 miles, ffioughoitf
Is
—
heart, and make it a heart of flesh.” isn’t. Now, I w going to teach you a
portton, rfjtn length WWWfli }
Already you may hear His knock at lesson, young man. Yon needn’t turn
newlyruniform depth and breadth,and
Wrrfigtri and Roods.
toOTSai with sluggish current. These
yonr door, and His loving voice : “If pale.YortrwPfiThelp yen Shy. ^Hav
if/f Good auepenawn, aaves the carriage are a few: of the characteristics o(> the
thou wilt open the door, I will come in
by suppressing the shocks which put it Dakota river, which waters a -tiaUey of
unto thee and sup with thee, and thou
oritof
like
I
do.
Ybn’re
discharged.
Next
incompaatdfe native richness. Settlers
with Me." j1! , .-mu Mi
iryii.iii
sy-floekiiig
to its
its banks,
Hasten to let Him ini He will not time you’re tempted . to take a drink. time. Finally, BUfpenmpfl ,sav'~ the are now
booking to
banks,Trad
tnd rii a
me yew or. two-aw
>e satisfied, with ai closet or a, comer of th'nk of my kindness and weep,' and
W*#, section of
Gen.
experiment
____
__ __ L __ —
VmAm therdel^asing/liftWtr
ill n Inli.iinilImWlSi .LIK V
-----A
— y ohara
7 ^rEh?
vour
heart,
or with
a -MkltlW
paltry
share
of -JmafjpBi
“it shall hereafter

,

;

A

18.— Senate.—

©order’s Court, city of Detroit’;teprovidefor the
laying out and establiahing and building a State
oil begins, soon leaving a space for gas,
road from Bear lake to Shertnan;relative to the
which commences to , form as the lamp costs of prooeedlng'inerimiMl oasOs; to amend
avoid taking -cold. The author asserts
up, and after burning a . short sections land 5 of sot 1W of the laws !0f 1875
tliat during the eighteen years that he time sufficient gas will accumulate to and 1877; to preventthe sale or delivery of intoxicating liquor, wines and beer to minors and
has used this jnethod of treatmett he form
an exp
explosion.
in a lamb
______
______ The gas
____
drunken persons and to habitual drunkards; to
never
unsuccessful.
will explode oflty when Ignited. In 'provide a remedy against personsselling liquor
rfiinedy is certainly harmless,and per- this respect it isllke gUnp'6*der. Cheap to' a husband or children in Oertiin' cues and to
haps worthy of a trial. — French Med- or inferior oil is always the most dangei^ add one new section thereto to stand ts section
6; to amend the law relating to the cancellation
ical Journal;
ous.
flame is communicated to of mortgagee; relating to the replevin of beasts
distrained ; to authorizethe Board of Control of
Eyes.— A very simple remedy the gas in the following manner :.!'
State Swamp Lands to make an appropriation
for
eyes is
by a wick tube in the lamp burners is
to drain ana reclaim 'cert&lh swamp lands in
physician* fts folUxws.:“ Get a 5-cent larger than the wick which ia to pass the townships of Ganges ahd Clyde; relative to
cake of elder flowers at the druggist’s, through it. It would not do’to h^ve. the the foreclosure of mortgages; relating to spe-

ly on lighting the

value. To apprehend the beauty of rubbed against some nails sticking out
order to cheer you need tell no lies. If
Christ’s character, in which His divinity of a post, and it turned square around
your friend is very sick, do not fall into
chiefly resides, one needs much school- and drove those nails in one by one,
gay and careless talk in the attempt to
ing in the services of obedience and using a single blow of the hoof with
be cheerful. Don’t ask questions, and
love. And the more men know of this the iron shoe on for each nail. It never
oblige your friend to talk. Talk about
the less they will be inclined to dispute missed its lick, and always drove ’em
something outside, and not about the
about it.
just in to the head. Then he saw a few disease and circumstancesof the patient.
Christ is our example ; but he who tacks on the post a little lower down,
Tell the news, but not the list of the
supposes that Christ’s work consists which were only half driven in, and he
sick and dying. If possible, carry
simply in furnishingus an example has drove them in, too, with light taps of
something with you to please the eye
a very inadequate idea of what man the hoof, just as easy and gentle as
and remove the monotony of 'the sickneeds and of what Christ is. It is true could be. One day a man came along
room; a flower, or even a picture, which
that we have some power of copying, and set out a can of nitro-glycerine and
you can Joan for a few days. If desiraby observation and volition, the con- giant powder. He wanted to get the
ble, some little delicacy to tempt the
duct of those that are better than we mule to kick it and get killed. I saw
appetite will be well bestowed. The
are; but it is also true that the lives him about the corral with the can, and
perfumes of some flowers are poisonous,
which are mainly the result of imita- knew’ what was up. At first I was going
and they should never be carried into
tion are defective and unlovely lives. to stop him, but then I thought if my
the sick-room. Especially is this true
“That peculiar character,” said Dr. mule was any kind of a mule at all he of the tuberose, oleander, heliotrope,
Mozley, “which we admire in another could take care of himself. So I just
hyacinth, orange, lilac, syringa, and
would become quite a different one in watched. Well, the mul6 saw the can,
lilies. Stay only a moment, or a few
ourselves could we achieve the most and walking up smelt of it, and then
minutes at the longest, unless you can
successfulimitation. The copy could squared himself for the kick. The man
be of some help.
never have the spirit of the original,be- was sneaking off, and, just as the mule
On Bathing.— Hairs Journal of
cause it would want the natural root was going to kick the can, he caught
Health
don’t believe in too much water,
upon which the original grew. We sight of the feller, and changed his
for
it
says
on the subject of bathing
ought to grow out of our own roots ; our position so that bis tail was toward the
own inherent propriety of constitution is man. He lifted his tail just like he was “Once a week is often enough fora
man to wash himself all over, and
the best nucleus for our own formation.” takin’ aim, and he let fly his right hoof.
This, then, is what we need - the heal- The can went flying through the air whether in summer or winter that
ought to be done with soap, warm water
ing, the quickening,the replenishingof and hit the man square in the rear just
our spiritual life. It is not a model to as he was gettin’ over a fence about a and a hog’s-hair brush in a room showgrow by ; it is “mote life and fuller that hundred feet away. The thing ex ing 70 deg. Fahrenheit. Baths should
we want.” That is what Christ came to ploded, and I never saw the man again. be taken early in the morning, for it is
bring. “I am come that they might But next morning Pat Holland came then the system possesses the power of
reaction in the highest degree. Any
have life, and that they might have it out in the Record and said that the
more abundantly.”By faith in Him town had been visited by a shower of kind of bath is dangerous soon after a
meal, or soon after fatiguing exercise.
we are made partakers of His nature,
No rngn or woman should take a bath
and thus the very elements of virtue in
“ Mules are immense when they git
at the close of the day, unless by the
us are reinforced. The tulip bulb does roused.”
advice of a family physician. The best
not need a full-grown tulip to look at
“You bet.”— Firginia City Chronmode of keeping the surface of the
thafrit may learn howto blossom
it needs
icle.
' „
body clean, beside the once-a-week
to feel at its own .heart the wafmth of the
washing already mentioned, ia as folA Nevada Judge.
sun and the moisture of the soil, Not

blood.”

:

pAssod to Amend chapter 178 routing to courts
hold by Justices of the Poaco. . .The remainder of the time was consumed in oommittoo of
tho whole in consideration of sundry bills.

law of 1857 pfovldiug fdf the organ toil ion of
ProtestantEpiscopal flbnfchest to authorize
the Board of Controlof State Swamp Lands to
>

make appropriationt(i drafa and reclaim certain swamp land anddvavflowedlandinYankakeo Springstownship;also, to mskw an appropriation of State sws^ Jidda to aid in tho
conatrnctioo of. a dtichltoBaycomity.

Friday, May l«*7r£x*ATX.r-Tlte
i following
wpre passed : 'Jfy attach cprtejty territory

bills

to the city of CjoUwater; making Ap^ropriations for
ir the llnUhfog
flnUhfrig Ahd
ahd furnishing
fnrnMiing of bufidInga needed it ths'BasternAsylum f<hr: the In-
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He
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wn*
1

nt

dons and will must all be surrendered
to Him. the key 61 yotir purse moot
be His, too, Don’t plead that you are
not worthy that He should come under
your roof. He loves to stoop to the
lowly in spirit. He will bring His own
entertainment with Him when He
“sups” with yon. You will be fed with
more than angels’ food when the King
aitteth at the table. This is the very
essence of -conversion; to turn sin out

me

^Exchange.

’

^

mm

“antsWBSSsste
and laden
dittos/

<Jour
with

horses at toe trot,
ballast instead of passengers.

The

at dinner, an.,
seized the occasion to reprehend their certain uumuci vAvviut-o, *v,«**«
luxury and extravagance. - The Prime that the road on which it was running
Minister has, in consequence, issued an was notably deteriorated. The springs
order enjoining strict economy in de- of the carriage were replaced,and the
partments, and stopping further ex- same movements were repeated on another part of the road; the marked dependiture on public works.
tallied Iftt1 Ministers

TX
flowed

lands ita town 8 north, of range 3, eaat,
being the town of Raab, Shiawawee county ;
making^appropriation ot ll.OOu for the purchase of a full-lengthphftrttif of the late
pouglu Hqoghtop, first Geoteglet of this State;
to amend the charcer of the city of Detroit.
.
Adjmirhed to Monday evening. ,:l ',yM;
IJousfrwBiUsview pawed is follow*: To
.

enlargeaqd define the

duties,

of the State.

.

Board

of Ednqihtro; to author}**fflte Board pt Pop-

e "ounty

_

of Berrien /'maltingan appropriitiOn
p'propriAtiOn for the
at
jStateHouse , pf Correctionendi Refeipiation
r
Joni* of *8.000.®; toproridefoi
r ----- -- .’or the constructiou of a pUnk
punk !ahd
and gravel' toad
rin across Lynn
tion
marsh, in the county of St. QW?, and for the
,

mthe „

’Si'tl.X'

yofcr
roinr vtfcohghfe,
fl&ohghfe, grudgingly given,
wants every, room— J.
your
faculties,
-- ----r allec- orit and join

---

,

S'1

,

urauu 1MIUIUD | vu SEUVAJISI A4JU aaata *•
-Board of Coplrol of State Bwimp Lauda to

Yankton Press.

,

to

at

MpuUay
p. m. /
AV
Monday, M*1yi19,r^ENAXE.-The Senate met

journt^

at

p. m., bpt.tberj.waano businesstrsns-

aoted, with the* exceptionof readinga few messages from the Hooae.

learned the gentld Wt pi Cooke#, being
desirous of impressinghex husband
with her kuowledge anddiligence.inanagea to have hen kitchen door ajar1 on
the day after their return from the
bridal trip, and just as her lord comes in
from the office exclaims loudly : “Hurry
up, Eliza, do I Haven't you washed the
lettuce yet? Here, give it to me;
where’s the soap?”

Tlou^.-.Th^lpllairi^ bUU ,.0™ PM»d:
To amend the law relative to slaughter-houses,
Blangbter-^afiis'hnd
slaughter- pens; to aid in
the eomoteiionof the Greenvilleand Bloomer
state road; appropriatingf I5.UUU for tlie raiintenanoeof patients at the Asylum for the In-

; to authorize tho Board of Control of

Ss^todratatho clpac Pand*cfydo State-road
extension in the townshipof Finlay.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, May 24. 1879.

Alberti did not qualify ns Poundmaster.

Thomas McCulloch did not qualify as
Member of the Board of Health. • The
Dr.

HOPE COLLEGE.
Ever since last winter Dr. MandevilJe,
of

New

GREENBACKS AT PART

Orondwt—WMvote being a tie without
J. C. Dykema did not qualify as
member of the Harbor Board. Mr. J.
the

it. Mr.

Now

liquor bonds of P. Brown, J. V. Spijker,

York, President of Hope College, Chas. E. Hall, Wm. Ten Hage,

Wm. Van

Putten, Williams Brothers and B. P. Sut-

has been at work through the columns of

accepted. The liquor license
Hope College,and (city) was placed at $25.00. A petition
this spring commenced to name them was presented by W. Diekema to open
“spring blossoms,
always publicly Van Raalte avenue, which was referred to
thanking the donors, and spicing it with the committee on Streets and Bridges.
the finest, loveliest and most eloquent re* The justices of the peace made their remarks. On bis return to New York from port, and several accounts were audited,
a recent visit to the College here, he found after which the Council adjourned until
several blossoms awaitingbis return and the following evening. The Council met
after mentioningthe amount and thanking pursuant to adjournment on Thursday
them In a cheerful spirit, be closes his re- evening. Mr. L. T. Kunters was appointmarks to the people at large thus:
ed librarian,and $15,00 was allowed for
“As I feel in a gossipy mood this morn- room rent for the fiscal year. The ordithe Chriitian Intelligencer to gather “snow* ton were

CHEAP CASH STORE

flakes” (money) for

”

ing I will talk a

many

of

my readers, so
me kind words of

nance providing for the salaries for city

with

little

whom

send

officers for the fiscal year

acknowledgments. I

travelledtwo thousand miles with

mittee rose, ordinanceread a third time by

have

its title, was

out any detention, delivered one tempet
>

Church for our young
(who

is

amended and

AZaSO

Handsome variety of

$275; Clerk, $250; City

brother, Van Pelt

' ,

In the most beautiful shades and colors, with the buttons to match the goods

-

These Goods must be seen to be appreciated, and are offered so cheap that they are
within the reach of
^

anybody.

stands adopted

’

Sheeting bleached and unbleached. Calicoes

Attorney, $100;

endless variety from the Cheapest

in

munity, and

com-

er,

$280; Health Officer, $15,00; Director

the Best

six

of the Senior The resignation of

members

due course. The

The

unanimous testimony of the instructorsis
that the studentsin both the

and study.

I

found

a

in

Alderman Nye was

King

Holland and

of

Amsterdam,where
of fetes

deportment

Gram Bags-American A’s and Stark A’s-very
A

large stock of Boots

now

received

and

•

the churches in the Synod of Chicago and

sacrificed to

make room. Our Grocery line is

always full and complete.

in honor of the marriage. The

and brother in-law of the King, were

Prince of Orange declined to leave Paris,
gifts of

and Shoes will be

there were seven days

Chancery
of the benefactionsand expressionsof
the only other royaltiespresent. The STATE OP MICHIGAN:
sympathy through “snow-flakes” and
sister

“spring-blossoms.”I have

cheap.

his bride arc

Archduke and Duchess of Weimar, the

grateful appreciation

$965.55,which together with the

his brother was too mentally and

physically feeble to appear, while the

Sale.
Improved Portable

The Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa—
In Chancery

EighteenYeare Before the Public.

BURR STONE

.|

CALVIN D. BARRELL.
Complainant,
Manufacturedby the

vs.
family are said to have James Mowrv
ami Amelia
other resources, have enabled the Treasstarted on tours to avoid being present. Mowry.Defts.in supplemental

rest of the royal

|

urer to pay all claims for insurance, taxes,

etc.

A

balance of interest still
a

interest, July 1st, is

still

unprovided

Articles.

for.

But we hope “Jehovah-Jireh,”tbrouzh

Waterloo Yeast Company.

bill with Edwin 1 haver as to
whom said bill has been dls- y
missed and also defeudante with
said Thayer and said complainant exhibited against them and
said Thayer and said complainanr
i a rv^ \f ntiitr.iwia
ant Ki*
by W*
William
Mauwaring as
I

The Latest Inventionin Useful Household

heavy payment for

remains unpaid, and

glove look

ac-

reported to have had a sorry reception in

Grammar

School and the College have acquitted
themselves honorably both

and cheapest in the Market.

finest

A NOVELTY— A kid glove cleaner. In a few minutes you can make your kid
like new. Come and examine our celebrated Badger State Shawls.

cepted. Council adjourned.

Class creditably passed their examinations,
will graduate in

The

large fire dept., $15,00— this ordinanceis to take

good and

work for Christ), attended two sessions of effect immediately, subject to the approval
the Council, and worked many hours in of the Mayor, or after the expiration of
assistingto prepare the report for General three days, as provided by the charter.

Synod. The

FRENCH COLOGNE.—

with divine blessing has be- of the Poor, $40,00, and chief engineer

fore him the prospect of a

salaries,

to

steadily growing In the affections City Physician, $100; Street Commission-

of his people and the esteem of the

and

vT-

as follows: Marshal, $250; Treasurer,

in Hope

aoce address, preached twice

HAIRIRITTGrTOnST
BROCADE DRESS GOODS,
E.

was then taken

up by Committee of the Whole, the com-

interest in these

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than
ever before offered in the State of Michigan.
AT THE
is

Within the last few years there has been

|

{

•

1

Ready

for

1

)1
expended a great deal of inventive thought complainant,
•

service. Opet» lor Dreae.

GRIST and

FEED MILLS

Defendants.,
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST
ii v u
Court for tuv
the County of Ottawa,in
1J VII.1UChanclassed as household articles, the most Circuit
very much brighter,and the feeling of the
eery, made in the above entilled cause, on the I F a Dlf
noted results of which are the production .twenty-seventh
wv.v
day
*••*
of September,
way *A.
* • D.
• A\J
1879,
workers is that of encouragement.The
Save 5(1 per cent, by grinding feed.
of the sewing machine, the wringer,the NoUce i* hereby given that on the Seventeenth
day of Jane, A. D. 1879, at one o cIock, in
more I study this work and the field to be
washing machine,the carpet sweeper, &c. the afternoon, at the front door of the Court Houne, A SMALL CDSTOMMILUN EVERY VILLAGE
worked, the more profound is my convicin the city of Grand Haven, in (aid County. I, the
Almost every week we chronicle the ad- 8ubt*criber,a Circuit Court Commissioner,in and
FACTORIES & WHOLESALE DEPOTS
tion tbatity vital Importance cannot be
vent of some new invention by which the for said County, will sell, at public auction, to the
WHAT THEY SAY OF THEM.
Waterio0 N. Y. 9 Wabash Ave., Chi. Ill
overestimated. To neglect it would be
highest bidder, the lands and premises deacribed
cares and labors of housekeeping uro less- in said decree, all of tfie north-east quarter of the
FalI»- March. 1877. 48 Hudson St. N. Y., 159 River st. Cleve
supreme folly. To make it a permanentS20 clean profit daily with our Winch mill. Only
quarterof sectionnineteen,and the
land, O., Detroit, Mich., St. Louis, Mo.
ened, and woman’s work made easier. north-west
j. w. STOWE
north half of the west half of the north-wcit qnar 4-horse
ly increasing power for our Church and
Peoria, III., Toronto, Ontario.
The newest thing to. challengeour at- ter of section nineteen, all in township number
City Grain Elevator, Dayton. O., Dec. 14, ’09.
the cause of our Lord through the entire
six north, of range number thirteen west, said
ention and gladden the heart of the house- land lying and being iu the Comity of Ottawa and
Your 20-lnch mill “beats" our 4 foot stone on
Please give this Yeast a fair trial, and when you
West is simply a question of money. The
either wneat, meal or feed. J. DURST, Prop.
keeper, is. what is called the Novelty Brush State of Michigan,
call on your grocer to buy, see that what he sells
Dated, Apri! 28th, A. D. 1879.
Danville, R. R. Kiev. Chicago, Jan. 25. 1877. to
Hollanders are making colonial centres
.u you Is fresh,and call
wi.i his
ui. attention
auenuon to
10 the
me fact
ract
holder, Carpet Stretcherand Sweeper, a very
ABEND VIS8CHER.
\> e average a ton of meal per hour on our 24-Inch
that We warrant every package, and if ho has any
in various portions of this immense terriCircuit Co’irt Commissionerin and for Ottawa stone. Has run four years. Veryaatisfactory.
that
is
stale or old on hand we will exchange and
simple contrivance designed lo Jirmly bold
.
EDWARDS * CO.
tory, and will grow in numbers and power
Geo. H. White, Complainant's Solicitor.
in position any kind of a brush or duster;
co Kn V
Champaign. 111.,March 6th, 1876.
and wealth year by year. Those of them
60 bushels per hour on a 30-inch mill, an “Old
having an extension handle that enables
VEGETABLE,and contalua no drugs or chemMiller
p. B. HACKETT,
of Publication.
in connection with us are truly loyal to
Miller for T. Doty & Co. icals.
one to wash or dust windows, walls or ceil- OTATE OP MICHIGAN, Ottawa County, Judiour Church and realizethe Importanceof
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS!
cial Circuit In Chancery.
ings without the aid of a step ladder.
the denominationalrelation.Will not our
CARRIE WOODWARD,
J. e. RICHARDS, & CO., Chicago, 111. and see that the two heads are on each package.
That is one of its conveniences,and it is
Complainant.
Certain unprincipled parties have tried to deceive
beloved Church realize her opportunity
BUILDERS OF
VI.
also one of the best carpet sweepers in the
the pnblic by using a trade mark similar to our
and seize it with gladness and large liberARTHUR WOODWARD.
Grain Elevators,* Steam Engines, Corn own, bat be not deceived, and see that yonr Yeast
market, bolding the brush firmly at au anDefendant.
is genuine and the words “TWIN BUCHERS,”
au
ality ? Will not her sons and daughters to
Slicllera, &c.
pending in the Circuit Court for the County
are on every package.
gle. It cleans the carpet thoroughly ofSuit
26-1 y
Ottawa
in
Chancery,
at the city of Grand Hawhom God has given wealth, consecrate
The Twin Brothers’ Is the only Yeast that has
raises no dust, and does not wear the car- ven on the 23rd day of April, A. D. 1879.
stood the test of years, and has a
mortgage sale.
a portion of it to the endowment of this
In this cause it appearingfrom affidavit on Ale.
pel like the ordinary brooms. As a handle that the dcfendant.Arthur Woodward, is not a res- T^vE FAULT having been made in the conWIDE REPUTATION!
Institution? I am certain such seed will
At the late World’sFair at Vienna It received
for the scrubbingbrush it is the best device ident of this State, but resides in the State of
Ohio, on motion of Akelev & Farr, complainant’s
yield a glorious harvest in the future.
the Gold Medal and honorable mention from the
ever made, no more kneelingon the floor, solicitors,it is ordered that the said defendant, Eastman, of the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa Commmtttee. At Philadelphiaa Medal and
G. Henry Mandkville.
Arthur \N oodward cause his appearanceto be en- County and State of Michigan, to Walter Wright. Diploma.
no more back aches or sore fingers.
tered herein, within three months from the date of
327 E. 124th 8t., N. Y.. May 10th, 1879.
V?.e, C,.,y "f ' hicago, County of C<M)k, and State
As carpet stretcher alone it is worth its this order, and in case of hia appearancetliat he of Illinois, atd recorded In the office of the RegThe Twin Brothers instructtheir dealers
cause his answer to the complainant’s
bill of com- ister of Deeds, for the County of Ottawa, in the
Lippincott’sMagazine.
cost, as a carpet of any size can be laid plaint to bo filed, and a copy thereof to bo served Stale of Michigan, on the first day of June, A. D. to return their Yeast Cakes at their ex*
evenly without any of the labor and vexa- on said complainant’s .olItTltors,
within twenty 1872. In Liber X of mortgages, on page 402. which pense when they get too old.
llcltora. wii
Lipplncott’g Magazine make a specialty tion usually attending such work. It is days after serviceon him of a copy of said bill and said mortgagewas for a valuableconsideration,
no,t c^f.thi8order: *nd that In default thereof, (inly assigned by Thomas Lyman and Lewis D.
Wholesale Agents for this Region:
of articles depicting social life and man- strong, simple, thoroughly made, cannot (aid bill be taken as confessed by the said non- " ebsfer. executors of the estate of the said Walget out of order, has no screws, lever or reaident defendant. And it is further ordered. ter Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. Whitney, on the
ners at home and abroad, and this feature
that within twenty days the said complainant eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1879, which said
hinges, is compact, cheap and durable.
cause
a notice of inis orde
is conspicuousin the June number. In
-----order to bo published In the assignmentwas duly recorded In the said office of
It is manufactured by Brown & Co., CinHolland Ctrr News, a newspaper primed,pub- Register of Deeds for said Connty of Ottawa, on
“State and Society in Ottawa” we have an cinnati the well known manufacturers of lished and circulating in said county, and that the 19th day of February, 1879, In Liber 13 of
RAPIDS, MICH.
entertaining descriptloijof the vice-regal useful household articles, and is sold ouly such publication be continued therein at toast Mortgages, on page 80, by the non-payment of
by their agents to housekeepers. The real once in each week, for six weeks in succession, or money due thereon as provided by the terms of the
court, with handsome illustrations,
that they cause a cony of this order to be person- same, and on which mortgage there la claimed to
utility of this articlewill at once be seen ally served on said non-residentdefendant, at
he due at the date of this notice, the sum of four
SEEPS THEH POE SALE,
giving views of the ParliamentBuildings, by those most interested,and we predict
hundredand fifty-two dollars,($452) with interest
w-fiw
foVhiWa^arancee,0re lhe llme abovoPre«cr,b«d thereon,at the rate of ten per cent,
the State Apartments at Rideau Hall, the for it a large sale. Every housekeeper in
per
annum
from
this
date,
together
with
ARNOLD,
Circuit
Judoi.
Boudoir of the Princess Louise, etc. The the land will want one.
an attorney fee of ten dollars,therein provided,
<t fabb, Complainant's Solicitors.
NOW IS YOUR TIME TO GO TO
18_7w
Any reliablelady or gentleman wishing (A True
and no suitor proceeding at !aw having been Insecond of Mrs. Wister’a two papers on
stitutedto iccover the amount now remaining aeremunerativeemployment, would do well
cored by said mortgageor any part thereof.Now,
Paris brings the splendors of the Old to secure the agency for this county,
JAer</br*,byvlrtneof the power of sale coutainea
World Into Juxtaposition with those of the which can be done by enclosing a stamp
anid mortgage, and the statute in such cases
“No one can be sick when the stom- In
made and provided, notice is hereby given that on
New. “Housekeepingin Texas” Is another for descriptive circular and terms, to
ach,
blood,
liver, and kidneys are
On
Morning next,
Brown & Co., Grand Hotel Building, Cinu** Irt d»7 of Jolr, 1879,
finely illustrated paper, and presents a
Iwalthy, and Hop Bitters keep them so.”
cinnati, Ohio.
And
see
the
finest
opening
of Spring and Summer
»t 1 o dock In the afternoonof that day, at the
“The greatest nourishing lb»ic, ap- front door of tho Court House, in the City of Grand Goods; araoog them the finest line of Shawls
graphic picture of domestic life in the
ever broughtto thla city.
petizer, strengtbonerand curative on
!ft!rC:jCon.uljr
and 8u,e of Michigan,
Southwest before and since the war.
(that being the place where the Clrcnlt Conrt for the
earth,— Hop Biltera.”
Connty of Ottawa le boiden), there will be enld at
Somewhat in the same vein, and not less
beautiful assortment of table“It is impossible to remain long sick
public vendue, to the higheet bidder, the lands and
amusing, is the continuationof Miss
or out of health, where Hop Bitters are
premlsesslmateIn the County of Ottawa and State
cloths, table-linen,toweling, etc.
of Michigan,describedin said mortgage, or so
How to git Blok.
i
Porter’s papers on Village Life in the
much thereof as may be necessaryto satisfy the
“Why do Hop Bitters cure so much?” amoant due on said mortgage ae above specified,
Expose
yourself
day
and
night;
eat
too
South. Au article on “American FicCutom is all thspriuipil Colon.
“Because the? give good digestion,rich
with interestthereon at ten percent:, -and all legal
tion,” by M. G. Van Rensselaer,shows much without exercise; work too hard
costs, together with an attorney fee of ten dollsrs,
blood, and healthy action of all the
as provided for therein ; said premises being de- A complete line of New Dress Goods, Black Silks
organs.”
keen critical sagacity, and a paper on Sir without rest; doctor Iff the time; ' take all
a foil litreof Alpaccas, endless variety of callscribed as follows,to-wlt: Th* northWest fracthe vile nostrums advertiaed, and then
‘‘No matter what your feelings or
coe*. ginghams.Joconets, lawns, ate.
tional qnjrter,also the east half of the southwest
William Johnson deals with an interest- you will want to know
ailment is, Hop Bitters will do you
ing episode in our colonial history.
Hosiery from the cheapest sock to flneit
good.”
HOW TO GET WELL.
tng 286 w-ioo seres, more or less, according to GovThere are two striking short stories, “A
Lyal
thread
/
“Remember,
Hop
Bitters
never
does
ornment survey; exceptingthe northeastquarter
Which is answered in three words—
or the southwest quarter of said section, heretoharm, but good, always and continually.
Strange Story from the Coast/’ by Rebecca Take Hop Bitters!See other column.
A complete assortment of bed ticking,
“Purify the blood, cleanse the atom*
Harding Davis, and “Played Out,” by the
* th0OTlg"“l sheeting, qniltingcalicoes,live gaese
ach
and
sweeten
the
breath
with
Hop
I hereby inform the public In general
author of “The Clifton Picture” and other
feathers,etc., etc.
K
, OLlVERTwHITNRYJiW of Mortgage.
and my patients in particniar that I have
Lowing A
popular noveli. “Through Winding removed my office from the drug store of
A foil line of Boots. Shoes, Sllppere. Ladies Oal*
in
Ways,” and the first part of another story J. O. Doesburg to my residence,on Eighth
tera, Ladlea Boots, etc., etc. ,
“No health with Inactive lirer and
in the brilliantseries entitled “Woman’s street, near the Chicago & West Michigan
urinary organs without Hop Bitter*.”
!
! A fresh stock of Groceries,including our
Husbands," must not be overlooked;
Celebrated 40 cent Tea.
Vrj Ho; Oongh Cure »nS P»la JMlif.
F.
8.
LEDEBOER,
M.
D.
while the “Monthly Goasip” la rich in
For Bale by J. O. Doesburg.
Mrs. M. P, Vlsser, having qnlt the liquor trafllc,
sprightly and piquant papers under inch
SALT BY THE POUND OR BARREL.
has opened In Its place a complete
the friends of the College, will provide the

neccessary means. Things certainly look

and genius upon what

may

properly be

i
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v/v/umy
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rAnMLflb AND oTOCK MEN
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power.
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County.
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talks.

Order
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WORLD
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Fox, Shields & Co,
GRAND

U

*Copy.]
PROVERBS.

& A. Steketee

F.

Monday

?f

^Mitioani goal.

A

used.”

,

stockioga.

Bitters.”

car*

“d

-

,

Mo More

as “An English Husband,” “The
American Snob.” “London Society
titles

TO

Notes,” etc.

At a

regular session of the

Common

Council on Wednesday evening last, an
ordinance was presented, containingthe
salariesof the city officers, read twice
its
title,
-------.

and
laid over. Afler
---------

s

RHEUMATISM,

to

great deal ot

balloting the question of city printing wee *

decided by the Mayor’s vote, giving

it

.'Ubllc.

P. o. Box

l-%w

_j

The advertiser,having been permanently cured
of that di-ekd disease, Consumption, by a simple
remedy, Is anxiousto make known to.ibli fellow*
offermtoo means of cure. To all whb desire It,
(free
he wllUend a copy of the prescription nied,
___________
of charge,) with the dlrecUoas for preparingand

«-i

pring
thev will nnd a auro cure
ng the same, which they
for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchltie,
r

^

i

Ac.

address* ,r''hln*til° Pre,Cf|P*ton, will pleaao

loonly)

MKDicikE co.

CONSUMPTIVES.

,

l-2bw

E. A. WILSON. 191 Penn St.,1Wllllamsbnrgh,N. Y.

Liquor

FEED STORE, GARDEN SEEDS
kinds— also Reid’s Flower Seeds.

all

kos *nd constantly keeps on band Ear Corn,
Shelled Corn, Bran, Meal, Oats, Potatoes,
and a complete stock of

Oranges, Lemons, Nut8f Candies, Etc.
Call for anything yon don’t see.

GROCERIES,
And pays cash

for all

country produce, at

Corner Eighth and River Sts

Holland, Mich.,
13-2w

A A. STEKETEE.

P.

Holland, April

26, 1879.
andposUnkl—The
_ BtvKRLY Budget

SJPIXpfASI

*75
buu.eU.inguew
fUO D>

--------- - at b< me or traveling.
Address, Tin DcveriyOx, Chicago.

--

e

i

___

.

..........

........... ....

.

^

_________

_

.

..

The work on

two new

the

The

elevators is

progressing finely.

The

Ws

peach crop promises to be abund-

ant.

Rev.

C. Vorst,

The

of Grand Rapids, has

received a cull from Lodi* N. Y,

Rev.

A..

are told that scarlet fever has*

made

Muskegon

appearanceis Graafchap,Mich.

its

wheat fields look fine, and have

frost.

tives.

DRUG STORE,

—

—IN

Three doori Eaat of Kruiseoga'i Store.
Illi-

finest

and
Van

of Butkau &

we

purest corned beef

in this city was at

Eutera
greetljreduced prlcee, we wlU

Qaviail jut bought Y«ry Urgety In the

market*, and at

the meat market

offer

While

again last week, and is making excel-

Zoeren.

and dwelling houses going up.

city printing to the Qrondwt.

all

contains nothing control which he

who

Mr. Breyman, our

express agent, has
his

headquarters, with a “roof” over

tenderedbis resignationto the
after the

session was over on Wednesday

On Monday

evening,

In

good health. He

terdam on the 3rd

will be held to

--

left Rot-

inst., making the trip in

A

from Sweden, Europe, Thursday evening,

Mr. Lundblaad says he would

exchange the

free air of

not

the United States

for riches of his natlved land.

Next Tuesday evening, at
seven o’clock Rev. Chr.

half past

Van der Veen

will deliver a lecture for the Fruternal Society, at

office at Holland,Mich.,

I

May

26th, an

make the

mix

written, but did it become the Herald to

^

a water proof glue with

Bunting in all colors,as low n 16c per yard.
All Wool Buntingas low aa 28c per yard.

Eldred, Henry 0. Trumbull.

Splendid assortmentfkst color Lawna

whether officers,men, boys, or
marines, must produce a certificatethat

they are able to swim, or they will be in-

it

ketee.
Safety

Of

Mar

we

go

to

it

church

oil her

new

$1,00

Two
been said about boat

Fancy Hosiery,

did such a

woman was

were, that a

for

Silk Handkerchiefs,

the purpose of showing

sacque, would

it

be

sac-relig

isn’t ’feared o’ nothin’, I isn’t,

“Deu, Sam,

I

reckon you

250

isn’t

last

Sunday

morning formally admittedto the

Roman

St.

doz. 8 button

Holland, April 8th,

'feared to loan me a dollar?’ “No, Julius,

KID GLOVES.
Elegant quality,In
50c a pair.

ple,

known

as

ceived into the same Church.

should go slowly in

this sort of a tilt.

He

The

in

would call apeelal attention to the fact that
of Gotten Goods have advanced folly ten
ter cent, bnt having bought a very largo stock
lefore
prices,

the advance,

wo

Lake navigation!

OFB3STIBD.

iation between the prince of

Which

Side-

Whge^teamers on

passed increases the amount

question—who speaks the truth? and we of the bond from $8,000 to $5,000,
would like to see the committee unravel stead of $1,000 to $2, C00, as now:

GRAND HAVEN

and

Grad

Bwi

Dock, foot of

Wu^ioii

The 6 o’clock train an the Grand Haven railroad
conuectewith the Boats.

can be bought at the
Grand Haven R. R. Depot for $8.00,

Tickets to Chicago

including railroad fare and omnibus fare at Grand Haven,
or FIVE DOLLARS for the round trip.
T. G.

In-

We are pleased to announce that Dr. G.
W. Packard, the celebratedphysician,

re-

who

paired so

remufi permanent.Add-

aa to

be

re-

10 o’clock instead of 11 as
legal

now, and on

all

holidays;and prohibits tbb Use of

tient,

Joslin& Breyman,

iii

iirtefitfOi-

f'V

alwayi

on hand.
Fair dealing can be relied on
wllcl U

RberalTu

o1*'

etc.m

Camp
etc-,

*ee o moat beamltol varietyc
Chalra, ornament*,picture framei.bracketc
a. BEID8EMA.

4. X.

^

15.,

HOLMES,

W. F.

HAEMS

A. L. Holmes & Co.
Manufacturersof 4nd dealers In

SOOTS & SHOES.
SUppen.Ete.Eto.
•t

Watchmakers $

No. 74 Washington street,

Jewelers, Grand

Haven, - - Mich

DEALERS nr

Ware, Watches, Clocks,
which we

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

offer for aale

cheep. However,

Custom Made
Goods
SpeeUlty.
will

remain oar

Quality of woit guaranteed,and repairioj
done on abort notice.

Onand

adopting proven remediesto answer

All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall

Mae

of Gold

Havnn,

_

„

C

45-t

PIMPLES.

Peai.

face.

veracity only awaits the signature of the Governor sultation with all diplomatized physicians. Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. imooth
between the gentlemen}mentioned above. to become the law.—Nb.
Office at Scott’sHotel.
BEN.
HoiiAND, March 24, 1878.
8— ly.

___________

and Parlor Setts

and Caskets

Holland. May

remain^ qiesHnn of

_________

Setts

Chicago.

this

pects, “it

Coffins

complicationswithout questioningtbe pa-

billiard and pigeonholetables in saloons. every indication, be has merited the conto the expifesied opinion of Mr. The Senate has concurred in the striking fidence of our most influentialcitizens.
Bradley “that be Waal well jrteased with out by the House of the clause in refer- Moderate In charges, communicativeto
the cooditiwn of t^e hlrbor and its pros- en<» to bliods, screens, etc., and the bill all, his motto is “Live and let Live.” Con-

ing

Bedroom

BUTLIN, Supt.

lo-tr

has been giving unbounded satisfac-

work, and bond over and above all legal liabilities the spring sod early summer at the earnest
the t^ing should be placed and liabilities on other bonds;. requires request of his numerous and grateful pawhere it belongs* iMf1. W. W. Burke, drunken men to disclose where they get trons. Candid and scientific in bis diagGov’t inspector, toforpil us that in a few their liquor; requires saloons to close ^t nosis, detailing with wonderful precision
channel

Retail.

Strset,

Orange and

a great, ^eal of bard

feet

Cheap

Wall Paper at Wholesale anc

failure of

ArttUllfe piers will

Till

MUSKEGON.
Beautiful Live Geese Feathers,

a public meeting, and tell the quires the bondsmen to live in the same tion, io the treatment of difficult and danuwhereHhe shoe finches.” The town or city with the principal, and to gerous diseases in this city tnd vicinity Silver
committee owes Ibis to thimeelves. They justifythat be is worth the amount of the the past six months, is to remain through

days we will have a nurtecn

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

CHICAGO DOCK, FOOT OF BCHIBAN AVENUE.

citizens

in our harbor,

have purchased lower than eve

(Saturdayexcepted.)

this, call

have done

I

cheaper than ever before.

DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND

The liquor traffic hilt, which has had a the nation, despite the King’s ill-wi’l to
Mich., provided the railroad authorlii^ stormy passage in the legislature, contains
his eldest son.
would do as well by thimjjierri,ajtifey the following provisions:
bill as

1877.

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

will sell

they found « hat they wanted at Fruit port,

The

HEROLD.

E.
1,

machine
that waj

Money! Money!!

slrenuou? efforts to bring about a reconcil-

brl flour, 1 capstan.

Machine
my stow
abollabe

FURNITURI

. .

offered to do at Holland. /''Sow comes the

h anJ.?®w Bel],D<l t.h# How* Sewing
will henceforth keep It for sale at
Peddling machinea with wagons ha* been
for the simple reaeon that the prlcea of
aie too low to admit of any expense In
Call In and get bargains.

which are the lowest ever known.

.

1

„

US.

-:o:-

and

continue to sell at the old

to in-ad-

'

deep going vessels. Furthermore,,thatr

CALL AND SEE

We

inquiry relativeto who

(

r

o

Hollann, Mich.. Sept.

last:

,

Canal A Bronson St

ill klnda

should not forget himself. All the news- iionting upon Chandler’s bombast and
stones applies to all unmarked graves of
papers in the country have not, together, denunciationof what he classically terms
soldiers who served in the army of the
produced of themselves as much disbelief “bourbonism,”aptly says: “A more
Uniled Stales during the War for the
in the church as has Mr. Beecher himself. thorough bourbon doesn’t exist in the
Union, whether they died in service or
—Chicago Daily News.
country than the man who goes back lo
since their muster out or discharge.”
his first entry in the Senate in 1857 and
It may be interestingto oar citizens and
labors to place the Democracy in the same
Oldest man in the world. He lives in
especially to our druggists to read the folattitude before the country which they oc- the Republic of Columbia, and is 180
lowing resolution, which was passed by
cupied then. The fact is there are two years old, he never had a cough or cold,
the Common Council on Wednesday evesides to Chandler’s bridge, and it is not Eminent Physicians, Medical Colleges,
ning
. .q*';:
so very long since his party were in the Editors, Clergymen, and the great mass of
liesolved. That sjiloon keepers and all
other persons whose business in whole or water clutching for electoral votes in a people, recommend the American Cough
in part consists in selling, keeping or of- very lively way.”
Cure, they have confidence in its virtue, a
fering for sale any malt, brewed,
rr ferment. _
cure for the Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
ed or spirituous liquors,or mixed liquors,
The arrivals and clearancesqp to
Croups, it has wonderfulcurative virtues.
or any patent medicine mixture, bitters or
Thursday night as reported at our Custom
compound, which in whole or in partcon
Sold by T. E. Annls and Co., Druggists
House, were as follows:
slats of spirituous or intoxicating liquors,
Apothecaries, Holland, Mich.
ARRIVED.
either at wholesale or retail, or at wholesale and retail, shall pay the sum of twen- May 17. Schr. Norma, Mamstee, 153 bis lime, DO
A letter from the capital of Holland
li:m ablnalei.
ty-five dollars as an annual license for the
•* 90. Schr. Wollln, Milwaukee,Might.
year ending June 1st, 1880.
says:
The public mind is becoming agim lumber.
g jn. ** The Hope, Lndlngton, 10 m
«l* \
“ 80.! “ Spray, MichiganUlty, light.
tated about the succession to the throne.
Joses, Chicago, light.
28.
Last week we said what Mr. Bfradlev,
The death of King William wiihnut farCLEARED.
of blast furnace fame, had told us, ani,
ther issue Is considered extremely probaNorma, Sheboygan, light.
May 17.
now comes Mr. Kimball, Gen’l Superin- “ 90.
Wollln, Kenosha, 10 m ash lumber,
ble, and likely to be not far distant. The
46 m whtta wood lumber.
tendent of the Chicago & West Mich. R.
The Hope, Lndlngton, 1,000 fi>s bu.- dread of falling under the influence of
ter, 1.003 doz. eggs', 8' brls flour,
R. through one of his most trusted officers,
76
. tbs honey. 100 S>iiham, 1 brl. Germany should some German prince asand informs us that Mr. Bradley did not
pieplant.
cend the throne of the Netherlands has
21.
Spray, Chicago, TOO oak r r tlea.
raise any objection to his demands, but
Joses, Chicago, 5.C)0 tranches brash led the democratic party here to make
M 22.
that they found our harbor deficient for
18.000 p b ataves,4 brls potatoes,

rny

-

A Complete a*sortmentof Children’* and Infantr
ahoea for fall and winter, and a full Hue of
Ladles’ and Gentleman’swaar.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

by the railroad peo-

informed that the law in regard

-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

of dead soldiers: “You are respectfully
com-

at

HEROLD

custom.

to an

9-8m

HOOTS & SHEOS
—
—
E.
Juai received

low as any In the trade.

was entitled to headstones over the graves

SpringfieldRepublican,

.

and will undoubtedly draw a goo

Washington

BROS.

OP

WM

^

the progress of Christianity.Mr. Beecher

BEACH
1879.

tstewstock:
— —

at

assorted ever brought Into this city, and our prices

in that city. At the same time E. L. H.
The secretary of the Holland Soldiers'
The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, in his
Geiger and his wife, members of Dr. Union received the followingreply from
sermon Sunday night, spoke severelyof
re-

colors,

We have no hesitationin saying that our Spring
and Summer stock is one of the largestand best

the Chicago depot. Mr. Seery is wide
and favorably

the newest spring

all

Our entire stock of 2 button Kid Gloves 85c a pal.

Ignatius Church

Gaus’s late congregation, were also

Ihe recent auction

and are offeredfar below Importers’ cost.

sales,

for the people living in close proximityto

Baltimore, together with his wife, two

TTAVING dissolvedthe co-partnerahlp with Mr.
11 11. Walah, we are now baying wheat and all
other grains In our own name; and we want the
citizensof Holland to feel and underatand that we
have coma to stay, and you can safely tell yonr
neighbor that wo will pay the highest market price
for all grain— especiallywheat.

<fec., (fee.

This store will undoubtedly prove bandy
the Third German Reformed Church of

After you have Read the
above then Read This.

to

darkies were vaunting their cour- Which have been bought at

one.

said

Rev. Dr. D. Gans, late pastor of

CatholicChurch at

newspapers,saying they were obstacles to

A

HEBBR WALSH,

\Comer

Ark & Co.

NOTICE.
name of U. Welsh A Bon.

the Harris and Smith

Lamp.

sons and daughters, were

MEYER & CO.

WALTER O. WALSH.
9-8 m

I isn’t ’leared to loan you a dollar,but I
town. He will repaint and fit
this day. Mf. W. W. Burke authorizes
does
hate to part with an ole fren’ forup the tug Gem, either for pleasure or us to challenge and all bouts on Black
ebber.”
business, and keep her in readinessfor
Lake for a race, stipulations and agreeany call. Now is the time for boatrides ments to be made hereafter.
Mr. C. B. Wynne, formerly of this city
and excursions.
writes from Laramie, Wyoming Territory
While we are agitatingthe question of
The Board of Education bus concluded stock improvement, we are reminded by that in that much boasted climate “where
they never see snow,” etc., they had a
to keep the plans for the new school buildone of our oldest and wealthiest farmers,
snowstorm
on Sunday, the 11th inst. The
ing intact, and to award it to the lowest that several keep too many cows in proboasted
climate
of Wyoming turns out to
bidders. The award proper has not been
protion to their land. This sagacious old
be
reported
as
accurately us that of
made, owing to the delay in negotiating
gentlemen is bold to say that three cows
Kansas.
the bonds. This, however, is in u fair way
well kept, will yield more in dollars and
of consummation.
cents than four or five which are poorly
Messrs. Ryder & Beery have opened
provided
for.
It
sounds
correct,
and
we
grocery
store in the first ward, in the
The Phoenix Planing Mill has passed
leave
it for our farmers to test it.
building
once occupied by J. Fifield.
into other hands. Messrs. Heald, Work-

The

at

H.

'T'HE underslgnad will oontlnae the purchue of
WHEAT, at their Warehouae,under the firm

Underware,

shal, is in

man & Van Ark have bought it and intend to push their business. They took
possessionon Thursday afternoon last,
and started to work immediately. The
name of the firm will be Werkman, Van.

aod cheap

fine

ll-8w

M0 Cotton Sun Shades at 10c each.
Job lota In Spring and Summer

has not yet resulted in a fair trial to

it

Very

up to $1(>.00,the latest styles In the market.

speak?— Boston Traveler.

ioua, so to

age. “I

but

LOUNGES, ETC.,

lively.

no woman ever

course

argument, as

for sale at P. and A. Ste-

It is called

8$-iy

Sofa Chairs,

Sofas,

thing, but supposing now, for the sake of

never expected to see, but there is just

now

all hour*,

Holland, April 6th, 1879.

that will take care of
or drop it is a thing

night.

Salts, the latest

Also an elegant now line of Sun Umbrellasfrom

7

such a lamp

Lawn

is entertainedfor his re

you upset

Rhubarb.

Children Carnages,

Linen Dusters. $1.25 worth ff-OO.

800 all

v.

covery.

of

•

styles.

eligible.

seems to look

fills

Sri)

Prescriptionscarefully compoundat

BeautifulLinen and

ground

lying dangerouslyill with consumption,

mM

AND

Compound Syrup
per

Linens and yard-wide day or

tall line Dress

their value.

The Southern Minnesota company have
^
commenced work on the extensionwest
Just as we go to press we learn fron^
of Jackson. Men and material arc going
the physician in charge that Mr. M.
west on every train, and extra traihs are
Hoogesteger.editor of the Qrondwt, is
running about all the time. Business
and no hope

at 6c

A large lot of Shetland Shawls from Anctlon
from $1.00 upwards, fully 85 per cent, less than

on the soles. The

0

ARU

Cambrics.

British admiraltyhave issued reg

service,

racing on Black Lake by parties interested,
S.

BCHOUTBN'B

yard.

roughness of the sole prevents slipping.

Considerablehas

Mr. James Henry, formerly U.

Tha above Arm are the manufacturersef DR.

stock of Domestic Dress Goods

James Burnes, Capt. A. Merser. D. H.

The

publish ft? Give us a peep behind the
curtain.

22th, 1870:

ulationa that all candidates for the naval

quartz and spread it

itself if

three-columnarticle. It was very well

May

Also

ww

A Kerosene Lamp

The Grand Haven Utrald of last week
“booms” his compatriot—Mr. Bilz— with

And almoat averythiag alia belonging in a well
stocked drag stora.

from 6c per yard and upward.

Wm. Vrrbekk, P. M.

proper observance of

Hope College chapel. The pub-

lic are cordially invited to attend.

And an Immense

final ar-

new German invention for rendering

ble is

Mr. August Lundblud and lady returned

SUXA5 NOVELTY

DRESS GOODS,

wants gravel for the walks through

List of letters remaining in the Post

boot soles flexible and almost indestructi-

18 days.

ENSLI8H ut

offers for sale sifted or

Liquors,

Medicinaluse only,)

(for

gardep.

acijourned meeting of the Holland Soldiers’

Dr. R. A. Schouten’s brother arrived rangements for the
here from the Netherlandson Wednesday
Decoration Day. •
last,

you

size. Just the thing

please, of prodigious

Union

morning

it, If

city clerk,

evening last.

Wines &

Silks,

received a regular express wagon from

the First Ward,

of

his

otherwise at very reasonable rates. Now

land language on Sunday afternoonlast
the first time, in the First Relormed
Church.

Writing Material, Snuff,
And tha flnaat aaaortmmt of

Black and Colored Dress

Mr. J. Smils has got gravel under

injurious.

for

SILKS,

to

mothers that use Dr. Bull’s baby Syrup

for their little ones. It

Rev. D. Van Pelt, preached in the Hoi

Alderman Nye,

SUMMER

and several other kinds.
A quiet and pleasent home is insured

the best

full aupply of

Ibiidut PwfuMtiM, Toilit btidt. Cijin,

The fishing mania is stronger than ever.
Almost every day we see parties coming
home with beautiful stringa of black bass,

taking a drive through our farm-

ing districts we observed several new barns

kec^a

This saw store will

apeelal berg etna in elegant tinea ef

Vriesland cheese factory started

The partisan vote of the Mayor decided
on Wednesday evening last, to give the

the

Dr.H.A.Scbuten,

|

FS.OFX'XXTOm.

The

eighty-three cotton

WARD

FIRST

Extraordinary

are sojourning here with their rela-

been built in the South since found

mills have

lent cheese.

a

boasts of two daily papers—

Rev. W. B. Glllmore and lady, of
nois,

the war.

last.

Bargains

present

for the

evidently recovered from the injury by

One hundred and

Raritan,

Illinois.

up

xiross-*

A. Pfanstlehl, has been called

to the Reformed Cbnrch at
The

city is repairing several

walks.

Tfartfi

iffiiifiri*--

.

.

5U)Wlh of hair on a bald head o
___________
Address, inclosing
8c. ataipp,

VANDELP

4k

CO., 20 Ann ft., N. Y.

l-86w

the Lygrtyorq-^oD

“We

developed,he looked like a backwoods-

never give small change, sir. I neverthelessdrunk whisky on the banks

instead.”

man.

Being, a t»chelor, also, his toilet will give you twp draws
,
of Jhe Cuyahoga.”— Clecelanfi Plain
*Oh! All right Here, make it four Dealer.
lacked that adjustmentwhich a wifely
;,i,
~ inten- draws. Here are. & shiDings ihore.”

A Farm Ballad.
«’i:

,

;

V.i?jT/I

i<»ni-{

'

‘iStii 1

BT WILL CABLKTOH.

“A

air.

.

TRADE NOTES,

shilling a dr^w isicheaperthanwe,

,

B^^possUsedintel-usually

Of a lightnlutr-rod
dispenser that dropped down oh
me one day,
With a poem- in his motions, with a sermon in his
With hind's as whit* as

lilies,

and* face uncommon

ME3»a:

allow, except for sixjdraws at
The iron works of Altooha, Pa., are
ligenoe wasJ piroven by his wide-^wake one time,” said tie clerk. “Won’t your
again
in full blast.
friend
take
a
hand?”
and by th<
tbe fact that he had brought

ho baggage tto
tb Europe, except* the
thb(
siohel hbw’depbndihgby
hisshbulder.1'

ihd

Knade
WhiASJlfUshlj'sntfoii^Knade

™'

i

^im.

When
you

get back to America, pray forward

MI

n»r
Impin' for to gouge a gash
usnTu. .* timr i --.
r

In

tad.1 *

tongue

a

But rcotildni hclp but Ukehim-as t alVarS think
I

must,

,»

iidaati^r'TSM’ *

When

I fired

.ini

myowta opinions at

n!'!

.

rate,

money?*-

took the
T
A drum-like bbk: Wfte produced.

Cowper

pMyipiwpor^w^yeiialyears.

Mr.

ing

‘

one ticket

He

u.

'hand and

opened*

them and

inand«| fi

^

Tjl

me

isehid

Jour

af (x^)/ ()f (

?

“With pleasure, sir.”
The two shook hands

•

jlfAWiJpwft, *0.000,000paper bags
were
madp by,# factory ftBallstou Spa,
drew out four Hfivel^s, ‘bAbh'' containand yet tub supply, falls short of the de'

“Good-by, Mister Plimpot. The best called off the numbers. Three drew
is:E©gk9<H rh^d .iu your nothing; the fotarth'drew £4,1 shilling.
demesne, sir; and when the land qne^ >i “This is splendid luck/ Beckley!”
comes up in Parliament again I whispered, Gowper, Don't you want
tion oomc

person round

this

Newark, N. J., every manufaq^ory
working in iro^^ft.busier than at any

.
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brick-making industry is

one, pt thp, most -important on the
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hanks

the Hudson river. It is es rimmed
that there are ^upwards of *50 brickvt
I guess not, said Mr. Jo, Beckley.; yards between Tarry tov^ and Albany,
“Gentlemen,” ^said the clerk, confi-r 1 * In Pittsburgh, Pat, the iron-matrafaert-
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dentially, “I saw a remarkablesight nrers are complaining of the high rate
herq,(
this morning.
man came ,9.1 wages. ,. At the presept rates .fhe
I touched him on relijrton, and the hopes my hsart Mr. Jo Beckley departed.
in and gave £100, and drew a bushel of puddler
per day, the bar-mill
Ere he had’ gone half a fylock'aSeedy
gentleman in gray approached,ana envelopes.Will yon believe me-^ there roller from $6 to $8, tha. catcher from,
I told him'of the doabttn'a that made dark my early
slapped him familiarly on the shOulder. were onty!l two 'prifetek1'among ^m! $5; to $6, the -hpater $4* the -sheet-roller (DOC A * MONTH-AGENTS WANtED-38 BEST
Hi atftnioaaiMdli tow »aof£uh4»eVf
M. {fill wiling article* in the wnrid: one umple
“How do ye do, Barry? , When did Well, gentlemen, Mter he went away, I fro# $4 to $5, sheet;heaters from $4, to tDUUU
He h«d laid awake till morning, wltit that, same old
frJ, A (M mm Jay Bronaon. Detroit, Mich.
found
that the t^ueen sent him here to $4,&0, and the shearsmen from $3 to
ye get in from Ploverton
, .j. n.
hmffif
Habit & skin diseases.
eh to
zh pathllsoi
I told hiss of the
II H I 1 Itl’ri,ousan,!»cnre<l- I<owest Prices.Do not
“You are mistaken in your man, sir,” try for heri I was sorry : that dhe had $3.50.'
U
li
U
JiltaiitftwriU.
Dr.F. E. Manh, Quincy .Mich.
such a poor poll, but I could not help it ;
said Mr. Beckley.
The business outlook in Cleveland,
VfAMEp
IRB'S CORSETS
O low.
we must be impartial, and let luck go
“What ! Ain’t this Barry Baxter ? ”
rccrlvpittlM
HlKli' Sl MmtsUttli(•'•-rut
Ohio, is cheering", According to the
I told him of jwt visions of the sinfulnessof gain;
PARIS EXPOSITIONwhere it will. All the royal family patHe hsd sec i tfiehelf
though not quite • f No, sir. My name is Beckley.”
Leader ,of that city, the prices, which
n.»r «>l Anirrlntn c<inipt-llliiri.Tli.lr
ronize us and most always have good
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
(IJWJttlK'S, i( WAlftAKTKD
IIOI ICl-rr.*
Onr-S^i^ Kont, uai it-fiit he galled “I beg pardon. I mistook you for luck. And I hever knew such a quan- have for nipn^hs 'been depressed, are
dowti omp the Uln*. Prlr.|| !V ThHr
Baxter— same, build, 'Samei whiskers.
on the mebd, and ah tipWaf d tendency
tity of blanks drawn out without a
tMPROVEO health . corset
But I arg’ed him ko sWe, he!wto veryAOon «on- Where are you from, fir?”
prevails well nigh Universally. Meisnj»<lewltU thfi ikiupkoHu.l. vwilrh
heavy
run
of prizes right afterward !”
|li ion «nft CfxlliU tnc couUlui no
» ,'.«»+.ur.
“I am an American.”
chanics, too, of all tradeu. are in debone*.Prlr* bjr mail, tl.p#.
“ xou’re right about that! ’’exclaimed
For«»Uby*nit«'l!n*mfrrh»nti.
“Possible1 I have a brother in Amermand, and few idle men among that
And ’twasi gsitipgtoward tbe,mldcUe of * hungry
WARNER BROS.. 351 Bro»fiw>y,N. Y.
Mr. Cowper, with enthusiasm.“ Beckica.
What part are you from? ”
class who honestly desire work can be
There wss‘ ffl^w^olTtke tlble, and I asked him
ley, we can make A fortune here. Sup“Near Springfield, Mass.”
. would he stay?
found. Architects are busier than beAnd hesat him down among ns, ererlastinfetrim
“Ah, yes ; my brother has been there. pose wo put in £5 apiece on trial ? ”
fore for years, and some claim to have
and noal, i‘H h&iUin .ti i,» •.•it;,“ No,” said Mr. Jo Beckley ; ” I guess
all the work they can
,
And asked ailshort.crisp blessing almost good Stopping in town with your family,
. ; -ii' , <<
sir.
enough to eat/'
AchnlwfromoTffl.OOft.OOOftCTM
lowi*
“ I will, anyhow,” said Mr. Cowper.
Then he fired up on th* mercies of oar Jreat Eterdue wnst from Chicago^at liom *5 to 18 pfr acre, in
“With iny family?” replied Mr. Jo
Honorable Politics.
nal Mead.
fann lots, mid cn n*J tertna.Low freight*and ready
He
paid
the money and drew twentyAnd gave t^f Lord Almightya good first- Class rec- Beckley, a sly twinkle creeping into his
No wHdcniefta-tK' ftkao-no Indlnns. LandHonorable politics, although they market*.
erplnringtickets fn-m rhliairo, free to buy«>r3.For
omiundc
i.w’I-—
eyes. “Yes. My wife and the twins eight sixpence.
Maps.
I’amphlfts
and full Infovoifttlonapply to
may
lead
to
civil
war,
need
not
occasion
And for uH tm hoar we lislepedtu the sugar-coated
“ Luck is against me,”, said the clerk,
IOWA RAII.KOAI»IiAUrn COMPANY.
are staying at the Merry- Go Inn.”
scamp," i
personal
ill-will. But then honorable
Cedar
Kaplds,
low*,
or 92 Randolph Street. ChicagoTalking like a blessed angel— ealing like a— blasted
“Ah? Well, sir, if you see my broth- mournfully. “ There’s going to be a politicsimply a respect of treatment,a
tramp.
run
of
prizes
now,
sure ! ”
er when you get back, please give him
COD-LIVER Oil.
“Do you see that? ' DO you see that freedom from misrepresehtation, or
My wife, she liked the stranger,smiling on him my love.”
taunt, or calumny, or ridicule, or innuAnd' the seedy man in gray walked Beckley? I tell you we can make a
warm and sweetr f/iO LLER’5
endo, which are seldom found. When
lit tlwsys flatters women when their gaesta are on
fortune ! Try a five-pounder !”
away.
the eat).
“No,”
said Mr. Jo Beckley, :“I a man charges an opponent with unconcod-liveh o»^
And he hinted that some ladles never lose their
Mr. Beckley looked after him in some
guess not. But I tell you, Cowper, you stitutional conduct, or insists that he
early charms,
the best by the b ghIs perfectly par*. Pronouncedtheb
And be kissed her latest baby, and receivedit in his surprise, then turned and went on.
try two shillings for me ; if it wins I’ll favors a course which is prejudicial to eet medical authoriticein the world,
” Given higbest
Half a block beyond a voice hailed
arms.
the
public
welfare,
he
merely
states
that
award
at
It)
World'a
Eiiioeitions.
and at Pans, l»T8.
pay you back.”
My sons and danghters liked him, for he had pron JL Co
N. V
him.
his opinions difler from those of his Bold by PnigyiKtu. W.U .Sc hi
gressive views, 11
“But if it don’t?”
“Cab, sir?”
And chewed the quid of fancy, and gave down the
opponent,
and,
of
course,
one
opinion
“ Then I won’t pay you anything.”
solcliers-Pensioners !
latest u«wa:
V 7 Lj, V
“No, IB walk,” replied Mr. Beckley.
_We pabliah an elghtpaga paper-" Thi Natiojcal
“ Better try for yourself, sir,” said the may be as defensible as the other.
And 1 couldn't help but like him ; as I fear I always
derotad to the interest* ol Pen.ionen,
, The cabman dashed on, and, jnst as
must
When Webster and Hayne differed as Tiunutu
oelaieni and NalloHi,and their heira ; alao contain*Inclerk, affably.
The gold of my own doctrines,in a fellow-heap of Mr. Beckley turned back his head,
tereiting inrallyreading.
to the nature of the constitution, and
“ No,” said Jo, “ I guess not.”
Piloo, /V< / tW* 4 year -special InduoemenUto dnb*.
somebody stumbled out of the fog
blank to collectamount due under new
Mr. Cowper looked at him doubt- each maintainedhis view with argu- AAn proper
hears or Pension Hill furnlihed<irnt*it'>uihj
to
He was spreading desolationthrough a piece of ap- against him; It was a tall, spare man, fullr.
ment, there was no reason whatever rmular tubieribtrionly, Mad auch clxlmafiledin Penaiun
Office withoutthane. January number aa apacinien
ple pie.
in clerical garb and necktie, with a sane*
“Well, IB try for you on those that they should not eat together the CcMfn-e. Send for it GKORGK K. LKMONA CO..
When he paused, and looked upon us with atekr in timonious air.
Waahington.D. O. Lock Boa BCo.
terms,” he said, at last. He tried and quiet chop, nor smoke the peaceful
his
r T
“Pray excuse me,” he exclaimed.
^nd said, “O.Ti*ppj[ family 1— your blessings make
pipe.
But
when
one
gentleman
assertdrew £10. Mr. Jo Beckley took it
“What! is this Mr. Beckley? It oergravely,and handed out two shillings. ed that his opponent supported a sysTon call to mind the dear ones that in happier
taiiilyis.How do you do, sir? How
tem which was the sum of human vil. days 1 had; ,
• rjj
Yerv much obliged,” said he.
A wife as sweet as this one; a babe as bright and do you da?”
“Yourre welcome,” replied Cowper. lainies, demoralizing to all who were
fair; - And' the spare man shook hands corbrought within its sphere, and making
A littlegirl with ringlets,like that one over there,
‘Now let’s try £5 together.”
1 worshiped them too blindly!— my eyes yith dmlly with
“What
did you say your name was?” them man-stealers, brutes and assassins,
love were dim; .
i „
“Keally, yon have the better of me,”
it was hard to separate the abstract view
asked Mr. Jo Beckley.
God took tliem to His own heart, and now I Worsaid Mr. Jo Beckley, perplexed.“I
ship
from its concrete application. It is
“Cowper.”
But had I not neglected the means within my way. don’t recollect your name.”
true that the accused might reply that
“Cowper!
Cowper!
Cowper!
I
Then they might still be living, and loving me to“Cowper, sir, Cowperl We met in
day.4
thought you said Cooper. I guess it the charge sprung from ignorance, and
Massachusetts some mouths ago, you recould not be accepted as a sincere aswasn’t me you met in Springfield ! ”
ie sight there came a tempest; the thunficr- member.”
DAILY, ftpagaa.55 eta. a mooth 98.60 yav.
sertion; but, on the other hand, if a
“Oh, yes, it was.”
' TH'AIb weredlre;
idcW that tramped above ua nereabootlng “Oh, did we? Where was it?— at the “It must have been my son James.” man really believedthat the person, the THE HUN baa the Unmet circulationand la th*
associate, or the colleague of whom he she* peat and moat In tare*ting paper in the United
Horticultural meeting?” inquired Mr.
“No, it was you.”
In my^bwii houa^,'I,lylng,waa thinkingto my
-• .
“Or my son Jedediah, or Ephraim, or spoke was in fact a thief and a murder- lttTHE WEEKLY HUN la amphattoaly the
er, he could not honestly treat him as if pla a family paper. ^!faLAKD< publkh#ri jf. Y. OttyHow little I had guarded against those shafts of
He could have sworn he never met Samuel.”
fl*me,
he were a gentleman. If he did not
Uie man before.
“No,
it
was
you.”
When, crash!— th
throughroof and ceilingthe deadly
“ “Yes, that was the time. How is Mrs.
lightning,
|> ’
“Well, then, if it was me— good-by, think so, he had no right whatever to
And kin
iUed my wife and children,and only I was Beckley, sir, and how are the twins getsay so, and he showed himself to be no
Cowper.”
left.
left.
gentleman.
ting on? I should like to see them all.
The men stared.
Are
they
in London?”
“
What,
sir!
Surely
you
will
try
your
A member of Congress accepted an
‘Since that dread time I’ve wandered,and naught
A light broke over Mr. Beckley’sface. luck again?” said the clerk.
invitation to the house of a colleague.
Save to save oQiersMoved^o
np^vhtw* live* have All uncertaintyvanished.
“This is not fair!” exclaimed Mr. “ Do yon think him an honest man ? ”
“They apre with me, Cowper, at the Cowper.
asked a friend. “No; I think him a
Since then ii is my misaion, where’erby sorrow
tossed.
j . .i.
Merry-Go Inn,” he said.
“ By no means! You must try, sir,” blank scoundrel.” “ Why do you go?”
To sell to virtuous people good lightning-rods—
“Ah! glad to hear it. You are going exclaimed the clerk.
“ Because he is my colleague.” That
at coat. With aure and strong protection I’ll clothe your that way? I shall be pleased to accom.
kind of courtesy is corrupting in the
Mr.
Jo
Beckley
retreated
toward
the
building oYr ;
pany you. When did you come over?” door. They followed him fiercely,the highest degree, because it makes a cerTwill coat you fifty dollars (perhaps a triflemore);
“liast month,” responded Mr. BeckWhat little else it comes to at lowest price I’ll put
clerk with club in hand. 1 Mr. Beckley tain position screen rascality.All that
(You algniagthis agreementto pay so much per
leylooked at them, then out- of an adjacent blank scoundrels have to do, then, is to
f
secure such a position, and they will be
And the two walked on, apparently window.
111
treated as honorable men. Bat, if this
full
of
good
feeling.
Upon
the
level
the
London
fog
is
I signed it, while my family an approvingstood
about;
“I am proud to welcome you to our dense, but looked through from the member of Congress did wrong in soAnd dropped a tear upon U— (but It didn’tblot it
country. And what do you think of house-tops is quite penetrable. A po- cially countenancinga man whom he
oatl)
That very day with wsgoija came some men, both Hengland, Mr. Beckley?”
liceman stood below, on the opposite believed to be a rascal, how could he
great and smaU,
. •. .^Woll, I think it is superior to Amerside of the street. Jo Beckley suddenly have dona right in taking the quiet
They climbed upon my buildings just as if they
chop and smoking the peaceful pipe
ica in some respects, but I wouldn’t threw up the broad wifidow.
Tint Eatabllahed I Moat SaocMcfal!
They hacked ’em, and tkey hewed ’em, much against care to live in England. . Yon are well
“Do
you see him?" he 'asked, point- with another man whom he believed to
. my loud desires:
THEIR INSTRUMENTS bar* a atandard
They trimmed 'em up with gewgaws, and they organizedhere, while America is still ing toward the officer. “I must leave be a much greater rascal? When an
Talne in ail the
bound ’em dowu-wlthwires;
crude; but, after all, you have a great you. Pray don’t object, or I shall have especiallybrazen and outrageonsofThey trimmed. ’em and they wired 'em, and they
fender is arraigned before any kind of
many poor people, while we have al- to call him. GoodVay, Qowper.”
trimmed an* wired 'em still,
business are you in,
And every precious minute kept a- running up the most none, ( What busine
They glanced ont into, the street, tribunal, there is always some one who
Cowper?”
looked at Jo Beqjdey’s brawny, musbular thinks to establish his own charity by
•W: jv.
i.
SvarTWhert recognised ae the FUCKST
nr tone.
“Stock-raising.,T am just testing a form, and kept quiet, although livid saying that he who is without sin may
soft- spoke guest s-seeking,did I me and rush
cast the first stone. As a reproof to
theory
own. I've learned in what with rage, as he stepped out.
and run;
censorionaness,which was the signifiHe was an
In
the
hall
Mr.
Jo
Beckley
looked
at
with neighbor, jmt * tbree-miie tepaperatu^e cattle will fatten
Mode and In asa. New Dealgna oonatantlfi
cance of its first application,this is a
the
£10
note.
- To ’his surprise, it was
Beit .work and Ipwaet prices.
3U think," rfi«t«Tyshouted. "Ihft| I want a ana nave built shed# so as to keep
”“oto1' "•“‘M
wise
and
timely
niaxim.
As
an
exhortaAt* Bend for a Caulogae.
them tir .that iteapemtuieall the year genuine; MflWfW ’.•.•’M. V .1'; -ik -mIT
He came back and opened the door. tion to constant WrbfeArance and charih,T*oc* rt“
ro,*> found; fym’t knowhb^ ’twill operate.
tami st,, opp, Wilta St. Bosk
The two; men stood oqnfKmHbg, each ty, it is a; comfortablescripture. But
ifcWW* I’m in town now to sell some cattle. By other, disputing aDgrily. ., .
when a fellow is caught smearing a baby
the way, that reminds me— where are
I’m goln tojdeed you overall the balance of my
’“AM Cowper, if you visit America with kerosene and scraping a match, or
tfb? 'an, thisSANo.£111. x have an
)*t
M No.
do 1,128. I took a lottery again, ooriie ahd seeme. WellgoOdon- in the act of blocking the track of an
ticket on a debt, and they say it’s a huhtiBg. You’ll' enjoy bddn-hunting,I elevated road so as certainly to throw
the train into the street below, is it then
ip and1 know. Tbe ebon ie an innocent-lOoking
Andbe pointed to the contract,with » reassuring pp^e numbeor rEd -jike to’step’ in
Christian charity to whisper that he
animal,
bnthels
taighty
slyl*:
-a
; .1 smile;
S0e if il’s good'for aAvthing. Here we
who
is without sin may cast the first
He
went
down
stairs,
hailed
a
cab,
Mr.
me’
and was whirled away to the depot, with stone?- Then let ns close the courts
and razp the , prisons, and the more
a shrewd smile on his Yankee face.
; “No, thaAk you,” said Mi;. Jo Beckley.
wanton and cruel murders an assassin
<rOh, yes, jmh a minute ; then I’ll go
1 paidCkS^kuft^AJoUitf; ^tingle cent.
commits, the ffidte heavenly let Ohr
SenatorfaT
Etoonenee.
on
,!’Wh oaijfi
charity be to1 blessing him on' his ‘way
ary lightnin’to' commit ’inore.^-* Editor's ' EOey
Ckait? *n> -•Harper’ll> Mag axiru /or
Mr. Jo Beckley/ followed him up
June, fij .*j| oj MQKfjij :o<f -))()
Let hlm^rthiB thill a-ruimin’ just inaide. ioy^et'V/ON
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In order to enable them to move, the

incident, parallelwith the
ong|i less graceful
ibov*
told "
HftMiOwNudHrMidM*
ease Cleveland miiii’f yStfb ago when' ¥e- J havCtold cows for $5 and $8, And hogs
less plenty1 W arid $2, chickens for 5 cents and
S0AP-MAKIN6.
than' now. A" learned tourist; tasting' <10 cents each, harass |12 and mules $5
“It has 'drawn £75, 2 shillings;” andilnndidiscussiiig one* evening with ,E few and $10{ The feeling .was so high here
JT IB
WXIGttT AND STRENGTH.
men,, who wished to buy
fha market la Med^vHh (aooalled)Oonoantrated
untrayeledi piersoHe .ithe- merits of some that designing men,
L^wkjcb la aduUataled with sail and roato. aad uw.-,
choice wine, remarked, with- afl airof the property of the familiee had emisyou hear that? - Huck, sir! I ohlyr al- superiority that he l|ad drunk wine on saries in advance, frightening the neUwed my customer 3 shillingsfor the1 the banfe of the Rhine. Not to be out- groes1 by the most ridiculons stories,
dofie in tales of remarkable life experi- while they followed and bought at ruinThe clerk came back with £75 in clean enoe, one of the company, ‘rather a ous figures.— Lowwwma letter.
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Beckley had an exceedingly
rural air. Large and brawny and griz- Bank of England notes, and paid
zled, his brown face covered with over the
scrubby beard, his joints all clumsily
“Where are the 2 shillings?
Mr;
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have observed the insidious miasma
steamup from Kid well bottoms.”

cuss, as Arteihus Ward would
A plump refusal—A
say, replied: “Well, while I have not
gone so far to accomplish it, I have to a marital offer.
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Medlcus Politicos.
‘a bad egg.’ " “O, yes,” said Mr.
CHICAGO BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Lincoln, “that expresses it exactly.
Apropos of the organization of the
LIVK STOCK COMMISSION.
How a New Haven Men Won s Hmall Bet. You tell them that I say their man is ‘a present House of Representatives, where McFarland A CO., B Union Stock Yards Exchange.
PRODUCE COMMISSION.
bad egg.’ ” And the classical Senator parties were so very closely divided, the
[From the New Keren Register.]
8. a SARGEANT,QenL Commission, 117 So. Water St
departed
with
this
inelegant
message,
importance of skill ip one’s medical at- W. H. WUXI A MS A OO.. Batter A Pratt, IB So. Water,
A gentleman passing by an un attractive show window the other day stopped which he no doubt altered into more tendant is forcibly illustrated. The nil* PAY — Wlth StencflOotfllnT Wtol oorte «
physician attending RepresentativeAckand began looking at an old-fashioned polished phrase before imparting it.
BIG
len in Washington, Dr. Garnett,is a
square clock exhibited for sale (price
The Raid ou the Indian Territory.
$1.75). It so closely resembled the timestout Democrat Somebody asked him
The “evil-disposed persons ” whom a if it was true that his patient was dying.
piece that he had so many times gazed
forbids “Dyini^’’ i ejaculated the doctor; “do
upon with, affifctfrr
that proclamation
i by
bv the President
Pr

THEY WANTED TO KNOW.

t

he is

he begfhitoexamine ^itp mUtiriglnean- to carry out their plan of Settling Indian
Territory were bauds oi> emigrants,said
to number 10,000 altogether, which have
memory. He seemed so absorbed in been secretlyformed at Baltimore,Philwhat was before him that another gentle* delphia, Cincinnatiand St. Louis. The
fertile lands of the Territoryhave long
excited the cupidity6f speculators, who
have claimed that 2,000,000 of the 14,going by. with a basket, had her femi- 000,000 acres the Government bought of
nine curiosity aroused, And, partly to the Indians in 18£6 were iqpen to white
rest, sat down her burdeh, am
id; adjust- settlers, because they have never been
ing her shawl, turhed her eyes in the divided among' the Indian tribes and
direction of the big square clock; a probably never will be. It was' held
couple of small boys, rolling hoop, next that these 2,000,000 acres were part of
stopped to see what was going, on ; and the public domain, and might be taken
aU the t ime the nucleus of the gathering up like other Governmentland. Cerwas undoubtedly ruminatingon the tain schemers at Washington secretly
happy past, unconsciousof his sur- corresponded with emigrant societiesin
roundings. In about five minutes a the larger cities, scattering maps of the
crowd of twenty-five people from the land that might be taken up. One of
different walks of life had halted before these maps found its way to Secretary
that same window, all eagerly stretching Schurz, and, learning the scope of the
their necks to get a peep at what was undertaking from the prospectuson the
the central object of view. The crowd margin, he called the /question up in a
grew larger each succeeding minute, Cabinet meeting. The proclamation is
and the man inside rushed down to the just in time to nip the enterprise in the
back of the store to black his boots and bud, for the Fourth of July had been
smooth down his hair, in anticipation of set as the time when the emigrants were
a big rush of trade; and the original to leave the different cities for their descause of the commotion was still re- tination. Notwithstandingthe procvolving in his mind the joys of his lamation, however, from fifty to 200 perboyhood, utterly oblivions of the rap- sons are leaving Independenceand Cof-

idly gathering multitude, who by
this time had begun to push and crowd

feyville,Kan., daily for

Indian Terrisame class of

tory, and as they are the
order to see what was the men as those who invaded the Black
matter. In a moment more the clerks Hills in 1875, and are led by Col. Carin the various stores near by had start- penter, the leader of the Black Hills
ed on a dead run for the spot, and, the gold-seekers, bloodshed is feared.
fever spreading, 500 or more, men, There are 1,000 soldiers within easy acwomen and children,all broke into a cess, and Gen. Sheridan has been imcanter, bound to reach the scene of dis- peratively ordered to prevent the invaaster in time to get a good seat. Every sion of the Territoryby the whites, and
team that came down that sfbreet reined to remove, without parley, delay or arup, and in less time than it takes to tell gument, all trespassersupon its soil
it the street and sidewalks were one Springfield Republican.
surging mass of humanity, horses and
wagons, yelling, swearing and fighting,
A Brave GirL
and the first man that stopped was still
Living in a plain cottage situated beindulging in reminiscences of the days
tween two farms on the main settlement
of his pastoral simplicity. Just then a
near Portville, about seven miles from
policeman strolled in sight, and, noticClean, is a young woman named Mary
ing something a little unusual, became
Langdon. Her mother has
been almost
a little nervous and somewhat mixed,
a hopeless invalid for many years. She
pulled the fire-alarmhastily, and anherself has long suffered with a terrible
other guardian of the peace down the
cancer in the upper part of her left arm.
other corner of the block let drive in
To cure this, or to alleviate the torment
the same way, pulling in an alarm from
of mind and body which it has caused,
another |box. Whang, whang, whang,
has been her constant thought, her
•vont ..the fire-bell,box 4-11-44,and
every other canceivablenumber. The
Fire Department started out in three
.differentdirections,with the entire
no hopeful results. Expert medical
;town at its heels, yelling, “ Where’s the
men pronounced the case a' hopeless
'fire? ” and the black smoke from the
one, gnd the poor girl was regarded by
steamers,,and the rumbling of the
all, and by herself, as the doomed vicheavy wheels, with the gongs and bells
tim of the dreadful disease. A lady
of the hose-carriages and hook-and-laddoctor of reputed skill in the treatment
der trucks, made up a bedlamatic comof cancer recently visited the sufferer,
pound of rackets that would have awakbut gave no word of encouragement.
ened the dead, if it were possible; but
After she had gone Mary shed no tears,
the man that was the prime cause of all
but resolved upon a desperate and danthe hubbub had his eyes fixed unmovgerous experiment,and when she had
edly on the object that first attracted
resolved speedily carried her design
his attention, apparentlydreaming of
into execution. She ran a stout neefie
the golden days of the past. After a
beneath the cancer, drawing a thread
time the confusion came to an end, and
through it. With this thread she tied
he walked off, having won a bet of $5
the artery, using her teeth to aid her.
that he could stand still and draw a bigShe then took a sharp table-knife and
ger crowd than any walking-matchin
cut the cancer, which was of unusual
the country.
size, out of her arm. This done, she
took the mass of quivering flesh which
McKlns try’s Great Orchard.
she had removed from her arm, and,
The largest orchard in the world is without a word to anyone, bnried it in
doubtlessthat owned and worked very
the rear of the cottage. So quietly had
successfully by Mr. Robert McKinstry,
the girl gone through with
ith the terrible
of Hudson, Columbia county, N. i. operation that no one in the house was
The orchard is situated on the east aware of it until some time after. Havbank of the Hudson river, on high, roll- ing bound up and covered the terrible
ing table land, and contains more than
wound in her arm, she went about her
24,000 apple trees, 1,700 pears, 4,000 household work as usual Of course
cherries,500 peaches, 100 plums, 200
the result of this fearful piece of surgery
crabs, 1,500 vines, 6,000 currants, and is difficultto predict. The girl is not at
200 chestnuts.* *
present suffering any ill effects, and it
The orchards are remarkablythrifty, is sincerely to be hoped that so much
and the oldest trees are about 20 years courage and endurance will be rewarded
old. The soil -is dry, rolling gravel, by a complete cure.— Clean (Ind.)
with some limestone; the trees are Times.
planted twenty feet apart, and do not
by any means seem to be crowded. The The Emotions! Sense Among Savages.

each other,

in

—

‘ - H<

-

j

you Uiinfc l'd let a vote die when we
have only one majority, and no time for
a special election to fill the vacancy ?
Eerbus ! no 1 I’d take his medicine
for him and die myself first 1”— “Editor’s Drawer” in Harper's Magazine
for

GraodMalattbePbilatelsIiiaEmositiGn
* silver Medal at the parI£ Exposition.
The most valuablefamilr remedy known for the

June.

Protect the SjHicm from Malaria.
possibleto do this even in redone of
country where miasm* is most rife, and where
the periodicfevers wtych it causes assume
their most formidable types. The immense
'popularityof Hostotter’s Stomach Bitters is
very largelyattributable to the fact of its efficacy as a remedy for chills and fever, bilious
remittents,ami as a preventive of the various
forms of malarialdisease. Ii those portions
of the West and South where complaints of
tliis nature prevail, and in the Tropics,it is
particularly esteemed for the;protecUve Infli
once which it exerts: and it has been very
Widely adopted as a substitute for the dangerous and comparatively ineffective alkaloid,
sulphate of quinine. Physicians have not
been among the last to concede its merits,
and the emphaticprofessionalindorsements
which it has receivedhave added to the reputation it has obtained at home and abroad.
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A Mystery Kx

rones. Tat

COLGATE *

SALESROOMS
Union Square New York

is

damaged bark
removed with chisels. As trees., fall,

others afe

SPECIAL DISfeARKk,

i

lYpnOtn

km 1

154 State St,
MANUFACTURER* OF

SILVER

PLATED
WARE.

.....

MA80N&HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS

PMILAI-

1847, Rogers Bros. A

Mrs. W. (smiling)— Pll tell you the whole
secret, Mrs. Brown. You remember bow poorly
I was last spring, some days even being confined to my bod. Dr.
told Mr. White to

And the Meriden

-

send me to the mountains, but I know he
couldn’t afford it, and I tried Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Proscription.Its effects were so mar-

Britannia Co.

LABGEST

are the

EX O D 0 S

RED RIVER VALLEY OFTHENORTH.

Manufacturers in this
line in the World,

On long Urns, low price* and easy payments.

velous that I also tried his Golden MedicalDistr Ask yonr Jeweler fbr tkeee Goods.
covery, to cleanse my system. In my opinion,
one bottle of the Prescription and the Discovery
List of Medicines there are nom,
U better than six weeks of the White mountains
that are equal to HUNT’S
K EM ED Y for coringDropsy,
for a sick woman. I have only been out of the
Bright'sDisease.Kidney, Bkd
city a week during the whole summer; then my
dor and Urinar»Complaints.
husband and I went to Buffalo, aud stopped at
HUNT’S

I THE

Dr. Pierce’s Invalids’ and Tourists’ Hotel The
baths and moohsuical apparatus for treating
patients wore alone worth
irth going to see. Besides
our accommodations were better than we had at
Long Branch last year, and the drives and
sceneryare superb. Let me advise you to use
Dr. Pioroe’s Favorite Prescription, and try the
Invalids’ and Tourists’ Hotel next summer instead of the White mountains.

REMEDY

WHOLE

REMEDY.

*nW

Druggists.
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The Celebrated

Matchless”
Wood Tag Ping
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company.

m
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•

•iiKm

«>m. *4— »
iv.i.i. rfa

M

A H. R’y.

Mt. Paul.

TEAS!

All the Time.
Tb* v*ry bartgood*
direct from tbe Im-

eost Bret plan ever offered ^Ctob Amto and
Urge buyere ALL EXPRESS CHARGES PAID,
now terms FREJu
tonal

Tbe Great

Amen

Tea Coiao;,

REMEDY

HUNT’S

'

HUNTS REMEDY
Diabetes,(iravsl. Incontb
cures Dlsbetss,
and RaUntion of Urine. Ib-

Insnce

THE GOSPEL OF JOY fcsreKa

beauty for Goepel Meetings,Camp Meeting/ Devotional
Meetings and Sunday Schools.
By Rev. Samuel Almak
i and
end S. H. SPECK,
Speck. U conrw end
superiorHymns
tains s large number of new
and very
i
lets
and Tones. The general style
Is very
veryoheerful end bright,
as befitsa oollection that he* eo much to esy and sing
about
" Glad Tidingsof Great Joy.'

Both words and muslo are of an elevatedcharacter,
commendingthemselvesto persons of refined teste, and
the "dancing measure”so prevalentin many recent

R|$lis“N
STOVE

POUSH
Clean Unaea,
Canton. Maw,
ka aukse
k sent

SSrAp

$10

to $11100
Address BAXTER AGO., Bankers, 17 Wall

monary and AsthmaticDisorders, have proved
their efficacyby a test of many years, and have
receivedtestimonials from eminent men who
have used them. 25 cents a box.

GOOD NEWS!

OLIVER DITS0N A

Co.,

843 Broedwey.N.

Puces says that Mason fc Hamlin have been
awarded the highest gold modal at tho Paris
Exposition for their Cabinet Organs Thirty
best makers of the world were competitors

NY.

ft

C0„

ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE

VIBRATOR”

i

C. H. Ditson At

,

Battle Creek, Mloh.

sands of friends. Do not fall to siaralneand try it.
There are 270 Hongs, In tbe oompoeitionor selection of
which great taste and ability baa beeni displayed Kx
amino also "Shining River5’ and •The River of Life,"
two standardhooka of great basal

lisp

St

tfo

NICHOLS, SHEPARD
Pul-

Mina.

AHEAD

.

eurely do#*— reetore* to health
all Who ar# afflicted with Dropsy,

See DecorationDay Mosio In the MCIICAL Recced,

York, Boston and Chicago.

Brown’s Bronchial Troches, for

P. M.

<

“

New

McKINLAY, Land Com’r,

t.

Medleinfs have failed to da

compositionsh,s been carefully avoided.
Price 85 ots., for which specimen copies will be mailed
to any address.

CHEW

D. A.

II MIGHTY t
Hmum, Ik. gnu s..««k
(M »<» tmu.

•rr««r.Mn
Ml Mia. U« t-M m4

A Hpkkdt Quietus is given to a hacking
cough by that inestimablespecificfor pulmonary, throat, and bronchial complaints,Hall’s
Balsam fob the Lungs, which cures consumption,bronchitis,pneumonia, pleurisy,
labored breathing and other disorders of the
respiratory organs. When a cough manifests
itself, the early use of this beneficent medicine
is earnestlyrecommended,
as the difficultyis
more easily overcome in its incipient stage tnau
later on. Bold by all Druggists.

to try Dr. F. Wilhoft’sAnti-Periodicor Fever
ai.d Ague Tenia It is not pleasant to take, but
it contains no Quinine,and never fails to cure.
Its compositionis printed on the inside wrapper of each bottle, and it is indorsed by the
moat eminent physicians. For sale by all

Pamphlet with full Informationmailed fret. Apply to

TRUTH
Sw m4
ImI

After yon have tried nearly everything to
set cured of Chronic Chills and Fever or
Fever and Ague in vain, we would advise you

cures Bxoessife Intemperance,
General Debility, Gravel. Dl*
betas, Pain in the Back, Bide or
I joins, and all Diseases of the

Kidners.Bladderand Urlnsrjr Organa.Phjrslolans proHUNT'S
Send for pamphlet to
WM. B. CLARKE, Providence.R. L

scribe

ACRES

3,000,000

and Best

Y.

“

THRESHING MACHINERY.

CO., Boston.

J. E. Dltson JiCo.,

922 Chestnut St,

Phil*.

VVVHE latehltoiGrali*8ariEg. T!ea-8ar1ng,

b

and lfon»y-8sr1ng Thrsahm of this day sad («o. raall rivalrytor Rapid Work, FarftctClr.oini,
Having (Inin from WasUgs.

tion. Btyond
sad

tor

Dhunkknnesb:Dr. D’Unger, discovererof
the Cinchona remedy, cures all cates Palmer
House, Chicago. Send for free pamphlet

Remember, when yon buy

that

new

For

sieve,

that Mann’s Tin-IUm Sieves never wear out
All grocers and hardware men keep them.

‘

' * By jMiah Allfn'e ttff*.
The Urn* brif bleat ud baat-Mlltac Dookseot Agrata.
too c*n pot theta bookt
Bert terms
siren. Addreet for Agencr. AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.. Hertford,Ot ; Chlosgo.UV y /
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Generations
Tbe good and staunch old
stand-by, MEXICAN MUS-

TANG LINIMENT,

has done

more to assuage pain, relieve
suffering, find sAve the lives of
men and * beastd thatf All other
linimeptsuBt

tSjethef.^!

Betause the Mustang penetrates through skin and flesh

0TEAI

W
/V!R

Power Three kern a Specialty. Special
B«paratera mads axprsMly

ilici of

W

ffuam Powtr.

fcr

UnrivaledSteam ThmTitr Kagtnre

both Porubls sad TraotlM, with rahsaMe lepreve
msoti, tor btyond say other maks or kind.

Rxtre Grain

HATED by

thsoofanpiWrsfi Msehlana. ‘

fill

“

rffl&ifrrs
dto*reao».

SU ottermachis.#, wtea onos postedon

the

VOT

Onlr Yaxthr Superior fbr Wheat, Oata,
Bsrlry, wdffts Urals*,bet tte Onr Hestn*

*W

ful Tbrt.her ia Klax, Timothy, Millet,Clove, and Uks
Itosda. Require* as ',sttochmsass,‘or "rabnlldlng"
t*
ebaagv from Qratnie Heed*.
-

to the very bone, driving out

all pain and soreness and
restormorbid secretions,
secretions, and r<
ing the afflicted part to sound

ear

“

famtnm- Thraater OtafUs era UeomyJtUsi

and snpple health.
’/(I v'llf*
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Russian Filial Devotion.

The

Itaffliah papers tell

a singular
woman in

Chills

Heei

A Fever

The followingstory of Lincoln is re- story of filial devotion. A
Cared every tlae by Bri Matte*** Amnxonlnn
Washington oorrtspbndent1 BtavropoV'60 yekrajdd, had reprimaiidAn activie Abolitionist had been ap-- ed her son, a full-grownman, and was
pointed by Mr. Lincoln to be Secretary excited to still greater anger against
of one of the Territories, npon recom- him by her daughter. At last she grew
Addn*.*VTTOV MAVPG CO., 2«S Hroedmendation of Mr. Sumner. The man so infuriated that she raised her arm
AMAMA'sUke P. O. Orders

~

turned out to be dishonest, and the fact strike her son;, but he,
was reported to Mr. Sumner, who, in- er’s arm and proven
credulous,went to see dhq- President. this action the oldladv
Mr. Lincoln laid the proofs of the man’s against him before a Judge, and he wps
assuring ordered to appear in court. Whereupon,
dishonesty before Mr. SunmerLa88uring
him that the man waj undoubtedly“a filled with remorse at having
ing tried to
bad egg.” Mf. Sumne r was obliged to avert the wrathful blow
ilow oCms
o£l mother,
admit the force of the evidence,but he he seized an ax and chopped off his ofsaid, "Why, I can’t tell his friends that fending hand.
',
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WHITMAN.
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P

HISTORlf oftheIIS.

The great Intercutin the thrilling hirtotj of oar ootiutr> makes thia the fasterteeUtagbook ever pnblbhwL
HUPrices reduced B percent It la the moat
toryof the (LlLeter published. Send for extra ten
to

mo

Agenta,and aeewbT

it sella

aorenr fast Address
Chicago,

National publishing oo.,
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ro^^JK^L&’sd,,i?isr^
valuable Treatise Mai to
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IT.
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No. 21

drosfc
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K

G. ROOT. 188 Ptsrl Strett Hew York.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

ICTORXikX.
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R

Hlx to Twelve-Boras
Tt
from Blx
tls*, sad too stylos of
ad Herts Pevtrs to asateb.

called by! a

L

UlnriouslnfonnMIonfor

aid row.

Rural Hbme.

v.

NERVOUS

Aboo^c (Illustrated)which

.cured..

,

pfimj^<^|^#laae8.-A “Bad Eggi"

06* Sol* Agents, New York.

plained.
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in their burrows, and the

'pure Vaseline-such a*

Parlor scene: Mrs. Brown, who has spent tho
Ofloia) Reporta end ( Irdulaf* free. Address
snmmor among the White mountains in search
T. POTTER WKjHT A UQ., Bankere, at Wall St, N.Y.
of health, and who seems to have searchedthe
whole mountain side without being able to find
a pair of blooming cheeks or an inch of healthful skin; Mrs. White, who has remainedat
WORLD S KXPOhW>Nr> FOR TWKLVK YEARS,
via.: At Pahm. 1M7: VlKXVA, 187B; SaNTIAOO, 1875;
homo because her husband could not afford to
l)ELPKU,i876;
"* t’AHia, lH7H;andGrand MwxDlSft
go, but whose fresh complexion and bright eyos
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organaevcr awardseem to have caught their bloom aud'bnghtness
ed highesthonors at any soeh. Sold for oaah or Installments. IlluhthatedCataloguks and Clruulan.with
from mountain breezes.
new etylee and nrloea, sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
Trade Mark for Spoons, Forks, Ae.i
Mrs B.— Dear mo, Mrs. White, how well you
ORGAN CO., BOSTON, NEW YORK, or CHICAGO.
are looking ! If jyou will not think mo impertinent, let mo ask you how you can keep so
I.
healthyin thia dreadfulcity? I have been to
Three
Goods
have
taken
the
Certificates
o/
the Wiiite mountains,go there every snmmor,
Atcard wherever eaCUthtted, both in this and To the best lands, in the beat climate,with the best
in fact, and can’t keep off the doctor’s list at
markets,and on the beet terms,along the St Paul,
the old Countries,
MinneapolisA Manitoba R’y, (late St Paul A Pacific.
that

TENTSiMSI
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toiletarticle*made from

It is

The Mendelssohn Piano Ca, No. 21 East 15th
ground is plowed several times in the
A man had stolen a small quantity of
Street, N. Y., sell Pianos at Factory Prices
year and kept fallow; except when sugar from one of his fellows, The Write for a catalogns
thought advisable it is seeded to clover. tribe took it up, and condemned the
The orchard is intersected by roads thief to receive a blow on the head from Smoke Pogue’s “SittingBull Durham Tobacco."
over six miles in length for the passage the man he had wronged. ; The culprit
Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.
of wagons, and is bounded by a con- stood up, and the other walked quickly
tinuous row of apple trees set ten feet up to him, stopped for a few moments,
apart for four miles and-ajhalf. The and dealt! him a blow which would have $777
apple crop of last jear ia 30,000 barrels. smashed a white man’s skull The man
Twenty-fourmen. and fourteen horses who receivedit, howevef, never stirred,
are employed hanling out the crop or but simply looked up,, the blood streamin plowing.
ing downhis face. The man whQjjtmck
The success of tins orchard has not him now burst into a violent fit of crybeen --achieved, nor is it; yonintatned, ing, and, lifting his wiaddy, struck the
“BACkTRiTHEMpUTH^HELL."
without tbe3 closest, supervision and pointed handle again and again into his
By one ha$ been ih*rt
most industrious work. Suckers and own head, until it was covered with “Rise and Fall of the Moustache. ”
Sy (At Burlington hMMori*.
sprouts
mis are removed
removea as soon as seen;
Samantha as a P. A. and P. I.
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The Richmond Pink Prints
m v&r ^ *

w^wM

Art printed on rtrong doth, in absolutely fast colore. They will not fade by light or waahlnff. The only

Jitmers’ Column.

E. E. Workman, LOCKS! LOCKS!

1JEW HEM!! Something New

Mannfacturerof
Horticultural Conference.

Rociiestkr, Jan. 31.— In hia opening
address at the twenty-fourth annual meet-

New Y«rk

ing of the Western

mony

to

the long

LOCKS!
G.

Burned ont by the late Fire we ^-opened in
ourntw store Jnst completedat our old stand ou

Horticul-

Sawing of

Scroll

life of har-

all"

kinds
We

good, but these word-teachingsare more

Hats

Mortice Look.

Also Planing, Matching and Besawing.

nual conference. Books and journals are

Come and examine.

We

<fc

will cheerfully

a great

fluence in the cultivation of taste.

we

River & Tenth

Cor.

Had

ever held

in this country. The manner in which
the business was conducted reflectedgreat

price of

credit upon the trade. The next meeting

body

this

3

will occur at Cleveland.

W

Ohio.
It

““
“

JAMES

Steel

Mould Board Plows, at Bottom
Prices.

29-ly

WM.

C. MELIS.

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

the first part, to James Charles, late of Kent Ooun-

ward quince trees, causing a ridge along ly, Michigan,now deceased, of the second part
the rows. Fruits yield in proportionto bearing date the sixteenth day of July, a. D. 187.J
and received for record in the office of the Register
the supply of manure. Ashes, salt and of Deeds cf Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
D
twenty-fifthday of February, A. D. 18T4. at eigr.t
bone-dust are applied as fertilizers for the

clock in the forenoonand there recorded in liner
number 3 of mortgageson page 28. That Olive 6
Hubbard, formerly Olive O. Charles, and widow of
water destroyed the canker worm, and it said James Charles, deceased, Is now the holder
and owner of said mortgage, it having been turned
was thought the codling moth also. The over to her by the Judge of ProbateofKent Counshowering was done soon after blossoming ty, Michigan, under the provisions of chapter 158
oi the Compiled Laws of the State of Michigan
at a cost of 8% cents per tree. C. M. of 1871, sftid James Charles leaving no children,
and the residue of Ills personalestate including
Hooker said that too much manure is det-

rhea, Impotency,
and all diseases
that follow, as a
sequence of Self-

Vr

m

e —

B.

t-aiw

Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision.Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In

amU

8a^n0r„Co,,p,nnPtion>
PremainreGrave.
a^TFuII particularsin our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one.
Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists at il per
package, or six packages for $5, or will be sent free
bi maHon rcc^ijH ^f^lie^mot^yby addressing,

Bribe

MEDICINE
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± r.l
Jp.TIS TURBINE!

He

YYmg®
4:-iOO
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£ —Power,

old. Two

te-st

Twenty-ninth day

sects are not always imported

with

the

pests they feed on; they should be helped
across the Atlautic. Insects feed one on

the other, much as fishes do. Much encouragement was given that relief will re-

agency. Professor Lazenby
said that the codling moth lays 200 eggs,
each by itself,directly In the ealyx. Apsult from such

ples wish small inclosed calyx are not so
universally infested.The egg hatches in
three to four days; twenty -one days com-

of July, A.D. 1879,
at ten o'clockin the forenoon, at the front door of
the Circuit Court house in the City of Grand Haven, in the County of Ottawa aud State of Michigan. that being the place of holding the Circuit
Court for said County. Said premises are described
In «aid mortgage as all that certain piece or parcel
of land situate.Mug and being in Ottawa County
and State of Michigan and described as Ihe southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section
six (6), town fteven (7) north, of range fourteen (J4)
west, containing forty (40) acres, be the same more
or less. Also all that portion of the north part of
the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter as
maybe Ooutaiuedwithin the limits described as
follows: commencingat the northwestcomer of
the south- ast quarter of the uortheust quarter ef
said section six f6). thence east along the north
line of said southeastquarter of northeast
quarter to the Grand Haven or River road: thence
southeasterly alon" the center line of said road
twelve (li) rods; thence west parallel with the
north Hoe of said southeastquarter of northeast quarter to the west line of said southeast quar-

•

Woodward gave an
75

to

trees were

instance of the effect

bandaged. Previously

80 per cent of the appleB were

in-

acres more or less, accordingto the United States
survey-together with the tenements,hereditaments and appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or
in any wise appertaining or thereuponsituated.
Dat d, April 24th, A. D. 1879.

JAmwmra
BANKER,
HOLLAND, -

-

Oi\LY
-

O HUBBARD,

holder and owner of said mortgage.

WALL

Does a general Banking,Exchange, and Collection business.Collections made ou all point* in
the United States and Europe, Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
business intrusted to me shall have prompt ntteiition. Interest allowedou time deposits, subject

9-lv

Mortgage Sale.
TTTHEREAS
v

.

V

ment

r

of

''

• -

,v -

•

PAPER,

CURTAINS* ETC.,
MEYER &

$11.00

ALSO

-

at H.

WIJKHUIZEN.

Watch and Cloekmakcr,flth street, opposite First
Reformed Church.Holland,
3-

Mich.

F0S SALS.

IppSlii

H,.im

The

,

Maoallister’s

as

tree,

the roots spread instead of

far as

being heaped close around the stem.

COUGH MIXTUEE.
An

Extra Fine Remedy for

MACALISTER'S Cough Mixture

for

test

by Messrs. Thorburo, of John

loosens the
phlegm, and acta like a charm In cases of

ASTBKA,

st.

Thote jwho

It “originatedin 1874 from seed-ballsof
Chili Red, and reports from various quarters
it

where

may

it

No

sms,

we

It Is ten days

that famous kind, and Is more eaisily
harvested, as the tubers He very close to-

Prepared only bv
J. P. Lkk, Chicago,III.

,

LEE’S HAIR

impressing her husband

with

her

8

Apply

their return frouTtbe bridal trip, and just
in

from the

me;

from

Holland Mich.

Carpets, Matting,

office ex-

the lettuce yet?

August

n6tice.
VROTICE is h«rcby given to all persons claiming
to be owners of or to have any right,title or
Intcraat in
(i, rt. m
______ • . .
Inter**!
or to ull that certain piece or pi
parcel of
ImikI lying and being in the township of Olive.
Coituty of Ottawa and State of Michigan, known
nnd described aa follows: commencing atthecenter of the State Road on the section line running
east and west between sectionsthree and ton (3
aud 10) in town six (6) north of range sixteen
west, thence west twelve (12t rods, thence north
tbit town (13) rods, thence cast twelve (12) rods to
the center «f said State Road, thence south thirteen rods along the center of said State Road
to the place of beginning,the said parcel
01 land being on the east half of the south-west
quarter of section throe (3) in town »ix («) north, of
range sixteen Mfi) west, that the school dlitrict
number six of the townshipof Olive, in thcCounty
of Ottawa aud State of Michigan, .has designated,
determinednnd established in mauucr provided by
law the premises above described as % school house
site in and for said district;that in pursuance of
the statute in such case made aud provided, a jury
will assemble at the office of William A. Willis,a
justice of the peace, in the said township of Olive,
on the 17th day of
1879. “t one
0 clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of ascertaining and determiningthe Just compensationto
be made for the real estate required by said school
districtfor such school ttoususite, and the necessity ol using the same for such site, at which time
aud puce all persons claiming as aforesaid may appear and take such further (tops as they may bo
advised necessary in the premises.
Dated at Olive, this 7th day of May, 1879.

.,11

Door Mata* Etc.,

Here, Just Received at

where’s the soap?”

June,

__ ___

_

__

i.

.

MEYER & CO.

BEMEd!
l-28w

ANEW STOCK
-OF

FRESH

—

-

GROCERIES.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and

Toilet,

Soaps, etc., etc.
My 40 cent Tea is called A No. 1 for the price by
expert Judges. 1 line Candles, Tobaccosand
I*
"
Cigars, Toys, Notions,
Flower Pota, Hanging

- - ~

Baskets in great variety.

ALL CHEAP

FC<R CASH.

Give me a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices.

PETER BOOT,
River Street.

WILLIAM W PHELPS,

Axwtor of School IHeirlvtNo. tix qf the township
of Olive, Ottawa County,
14-5w

Michigan.

CONSUMPTION CURED!

CITY BOTTLING

The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
avlng been permanently cured of the much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, is anxious to make known to his fellow- Ho, IS
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.

WOE-KS.
Ep

Mp

Street, Sollui,

GERMANIA

he will send a copy of the preicription used. FREE
(UNDER
HOUSE.)
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparingand
using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
Our celebrated Lager Beer is bottled fresh at this
Consumption,Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Ner- establishment, and will be deliveredtofamliiog free
vousness,(tc.,<tc„ etc, Address with stamp.—
of charge at $1.20 per dozen full quart bottles,
or 00 cents per ^ dozen.
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllfc, Ont.

_

Farm

for Sale.

igan and described as tbe west eighteen aud
fiO-UK) acres off of the north-easi quarterof the 40 acres of unimproved land in the
north west quarter of sestlon twenty-five in town- ship of Fillmore. Inquire of

Come and try Samples

42-tf

M. D.

at

the Bar.

Town-

E. F.

Holland, Mich.,

SUTTON.

Brewer.

April 17tb, 1870.

HOWARD.

HMy

1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879.

~

MEAT MARKET
—IN THE

—

FIRST WARD.
the Pnblic that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to f apply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate&
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,
H.

.

__

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
next, at one o’clockIn the afternoon of that day:
which said premises are describedin said 'mort- soil, six miles from thlsnity. Near church
gage a* follows: All that certain piece nr parcel of and school house, at
bargain, 80 acres
and situated in Ottawa County and State of Mich
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also

ship six, north of lange thirteen west, also a piece
of land In said connty
cotmu commencing in the center
of the Jennison roadatthe north west corner of
Hiram Andrles’ land rnnnlng thence sonth fifty
rods In a strip two rods wine, thence east a strip
three rods wide and twenty rods long, thence'sonth
a strip of land two rod* wide and fifty rods long to
land owned by Jan Bo*, said land being on the
east half of the
vmv vwwtas’Tvw*
aonth-west xjuai
quarter
wi vs
of ouvtiuii
section
twenty-four, in townshipsix north, of range thlr
teen west, containingone acre and seventy-six
rods of laud accordingto the government earvey,
be tbe same more or less.
Dated, May IB, A. D. 1879.
JAN BOS, Aifiqnee qf Mortgage.
Qso. W. MoBainn, AU'jf. for AesUpHe. l£l8w

Etc,

M10H.

’all
^l8.c:har®e(,
disease*
of llie
the
perquicklyand pc
fectlv cured by a simple and soothing
tor Information, address
DR. J. FABER A CO., 28 Ant) 8t., N. Y.

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,
Circulars,

A Large Stock of

CO.,

BLOOD or mucus, and

r

HOWARD.

The undersignedannounces to

claim loudly:' “Hurry up, Eliza, do!
to

• •

MEYER &

PILES"'*
, ^ RECTUM

to,

M.D.

— ly

knowledge and diligence,manages to have
her kitchen door ajar on the day after

it

it

Both these remedies are for sal* at
Da. Schovtin's Drug Store.

the gentle art of cookery, being desirous Eigth Street,

Haven’t you washed

and preventa

falling out.

A yonng woman who had never learned

as her .lord comes

RENEWER

Restores tbe Hair

tu its Original Color,

gether in the hill.

give

w,tb coughingat night,

family ought io be without it.

ahead of Early Rose, a

better cropper and of better quality than

of

ltd CSODP,

has been tried indicate that

be the 'coming potito.’” One says

H.

a

COUGHS.

“Beautt of Hebron” is the resonant
name of a new seedling potato circulated

SOLD BY

Addition 81 75 each. Lots l, 2, 3. 1. 5 & 6 in Block
DEALERS IN
25. na organizedplat near the at. L, S. depot at
each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $30(. each.
Also 6 lots \\ est of First avenue at $125 each. The Furniture, Coins, Ceviug
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND
the following Lots •», 10, 11, 12. 13, and 14, in Block
h. Lots 8, 4. 5 and i in Block If. The above will
be sold oulong credit and small payments down.

ii

porous) should extend, In a newly planted

10-fjm

!

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.

IV

„.

much kindness. The material
(which maybe anything light open and

VAARWERK.

Stem and Key-Winding Watches, Silver Cases,
Fine Movements,

MCIHIGAN.

defaulthas been made in the pay
the money secured by a mortgage
dated
the 13th day
of May, A.
by
. ......
.....
* D. 1871. executed
lb
Clark H. Gleason.
kill codling moth larv®. In Michigan all
Roelof A. Schott ten and Gljaberrje Schouten, his
Attorney for owner qf Mortqaje.12-13w
wife, of the townshipof Zeeland, Ottawa county,
growers bandage the trees, and the results
Michigan, to Huibert Keppcl, of Zeeland, aforeCome and see our new Spring Stock of
said, which said mortgage was recorded in the
are more marked than where only a few
-ft, office of the Register of Deeds of the County of
tight the battle alone. The bandages are
Ottawa and State of Michigan in Liber X of mortgages, on page 93, on the 19tb day of Asgnst, A. D.
examined each 10 days til! September 1.
18.1, atone o’clock,p. m., and whereas, the said
morlgigehas been dulv assigned by the said HalPaper bands are used one season, then debert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignment,bearing
stroyed. They are thought to be as good
date the 18th day of February, A. D. 187B. aud re
corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
and cheaper than those patented.
H.
CO.,
said county of Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock In the forenoon
of said dav, In Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page
306. and the same Is now owned by him; and
Mulching rarely receives attentionexwhereas the amtAint now claimed to he due on
cept from those whose long experience
said mortgageat the date of this notice ia the sum
of otic b mired and sixty five dolhrs and seventyhas clearly indicated the necessity of preeight cents, principaland Interest,and the further
serving the roots at a regular medium temdo3*r* tn* an attorney fee. slip•dated for in said mortgage, and which is
Is the
perature, avoiding alike excess of drought
whole amount claimed to be due and unpaid on
Oonsuntp
said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding having
Coslirentli,
and moistures.
necessity for it is
Catarrh,
female
----- -- vJmpt,
cV
been institutedat law to recover the debt now reAsthma, _
Dyspepsia-.
equal— Winter and Summer— in Winter to
maining secured by said mortgage, or any pari
Bronchitis^
impurhy ef Bitot
thereof,
whereby the power of aale contained in
i /tea dacha
Scre/ulcL,
guard against sadden extremes of temperilou ofAppetite.
said mortgage has become operative:Now thereBoiUs, tiles, hr.
fore notice le hereby given, that by virtue of the
ature; in Summer, as protection from hot
Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15 power of sale and in pnrsnancoof the statute in
sun. Be careful not to bury the roots in cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted. such case made and provided, the said mortgage
will be foreclosedby a sale of the premises therea mulch several inches deep as this would Addresa J, p. Mountain, ogdensburg,N. Y.
in described, at public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Conrt House, in the
certainly injure the tree, and instances are
city of Grand Haven, in said county of Ottawa, on
known of specimens killed outright— vicMonday, the Eleventh day of

OLIVE

fested. A rubber-facedmallelt is good to

tims of too

J Tr

G.

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

Mu,

BANKING.

'

pletes its growth; there are two broods
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
each season. Poisoned bauds repel the ter ol northeastquarter;theuco north along sold. Tickets to and from all points iu Europe
sold at my office.
worms, and are not successful. Mr. said west line to the place of beginning, being two
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

where

Cull ami see tbe stock, no
trouble to show goods.

ELGIN WATCHES,

.<-»rar-

He

said that parasiticin-

HARD PAN PRICES.

At

Great Reduction in Prices of

He

Zimmerman

New York,

WATCHES

Al>use; us Lose

CO.,
said mortgage, not exceeding the sunt of one thou....... .........
u* me
No. 10 Mechanics’Block. Detroit,Mich.
sand
dollars, as appears by
the ii-euniB,
records,uies
flics aild
and
inventories relatii.g to said estate in the office of
in Holland and elsewhere bv all wholewere injured in that way. Grass cultiva- the said Judge of Probate. That on said mortgage sale andBold
retail druggists.
and the note accompanying the name there lo
tion is successful in rich soil.
has claimed to he due for principa’ and interest,at
8-1 y
succeeded with dwarf pears in grass, but this date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
dollarsar.d seventy-two cents, and also the sum of
T '’
he manured every two years.
thinks fifty dollars, the attorney fee providedfor in said
v
mortgage
in
case
of
foreclosure.
That
no
suitor
all orchards should be cultivated until
At a rer«MU e«t garo
proceeding at law or in equity haa been instituted
per coat*
lor the recovery of said debt or any portion therethey are twenty-fiveyears
A lull Uuncription,
of. That by virtue of the power ol sale in said
bauds are the best for trapping the cod- mortgagecontained aud the statute in such case
*
price, etc., i«
> Riven in an extra of
ling moth; the lower catches those that made and provided said mortgage will be foreK.vorler,
closed by a sale of the land describedtherein to
S
Send lor a Copy.
ascend, the upper those that descend.
satisfysaid mortgagedebt and interestthereon at
the rate of seven per cent, per annum, and said athas fought them well, but has some wormy torney fee and costs of sale, at public auction or
fruit yet. It is useless to try to trap them vendue to the highest bidder on Tnesday, the
rimental, but he thought tew orchards

Mr.

43 Cedar Bt.,

—

o

in

on old rough harked trees.

OGDEN,

,“d V°n'U

— the safest
and most beautiful,

LI T’Y * P r'em A T U It E*! )E C^A V
the effects of youthful indiscretion,will for
the sake of suffering humanity, send free to all
whoneed It, the recipe and directions for making
the simple remedy by which he w*s cured. Bufferors wishing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
can do so by addressing iu perfect confidence.
nil

JOHN

t,,e

latest styles

A

|

.nd ‘

Lamps and Chandeliers—the

ERRORS OF YOUTH.

and

Mortgage Sale.

No Trouble.

glassware.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.

17, 1878.

of the Rocky Mountains. Thorough cul- VrOTICE is hereby given that default has been TRADE MARK. The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Ilsh remedy, an
made in
condr'
in the conditions
of a certain mort-'aL'c
ture is practised by the majority with all
unfailingcure for
made and executed by Ira A. Livingston and
Seminal Weakfruits. The soil should be ploughed to- Thomas Knowles of Ottawa County, Michigan of
ness, Spermator-

pear. Trees showered with Paris green

&MRr

G. V

Springfield,Ohio.

has the best soil and climate for fruit east

(RICES A(RE LOW.

MISHAWAKA PLOWS, tt
AN PUTTEN & SONS.
Combination Metal. Chilled Iron and
Holland, Aug.

...... $ 243.00
.......W3.00
.......343.50
LEFFEL & CO.,

49-ly

New York

was claimed that Western

way!

any-

it

Pb.,la?i‘irrrat.2n
the Shelves a largo and com-

THE NEWEST, STRONGEST,
AXD BEST.

Horae Power

*4

or

SET.

Come and Look at

for yourself, no

see

trouble to show goods.

(P

Compact, Substantial. Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine aud boiler complete,
including
----- governor,
„ ------, pump,
pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low

Nurserymen’s Convention in June last as

of

Come and

CANT-H00KS.

mum mi

tural fairs would prove more effectualed-

ucators. The President alluded to the
its kind

ly

WHOLE

Feed.

Poat-Offlce.

CANT-H00KS!

sts.
88-

those made in connection with the agricul-

the most important of

Opposite the

such arrangements that I can

PIECE, PAKT OF A BET,

Etc., Etc.

In

exclusively horticultural exhibitions,

I have made
sell it by the

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
— ilie
ilr ---any
or measare ou ehort notice and at Grand
Kapida prices.

tributionsto the agriculturalfairs, as such

And

&

Flour

ticulturists having fruits or flowers fit for

exhibition were urged to send tbeir con-

Gaps,

Crockery,

operation.

to

O-BN-UIN-B
CHINA WARE,

Groceries,

show the goods and explain their

efficient. Amateur and professional hor-

to exercise

I

have Just received a largo now stock of

Dry Goods,

of the association, and referred with fitting appreciation of the value of such an-

cannot fail

.'."xs'S’.KiSRtti'ass:
addition have made
my stock consisting of

River Street,

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

done to order.

that has characterised the existence

a course

HOLLAND.

PUHEN& SONS,

VAN

Blinds, Stair Railitig, Etc,

tural Society, lately concluded here, the

President alluded

NEW

DOORS, SASH,

J.

Hollano, July

14,

1878.

VAN ZOEREN.

And

a full line of

SILK
L.

&

Dolmans,

S.

A.ITID CK/AIPB.

VAN DEN MERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

____

...

-xr.:,

- HOLBAIXTID,

i _____

MICH

